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Chamber conducting search
for 1982 Citizen of the Year
Who will be named Murray and
Calloway County's Outstanding
Citizen of the Year for 1982?
Well, it's anybody's guess, and
the Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce is conducting its annual search for someone who has
demonstrated significant effort
toward the betterment of the community.
Each year since 1958, the
membership of the Chamber has
honored a resident of Calloway
County with its Citizen of the Year
award. It is the highest award the
Chamber can bestow on an individual.
The recipient of the 1982 award
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•
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will join such notables as Mike
The recipient be a resident of
Gottfried, Betty Lowry, Dr. Harry Calloway County, but not
Sparks, Max B. Hurt and'Fred T. necessarily a member of the
Schultz. The 1981 Citizen of the Chamber. Past winners are eligiYear was Paul Kiesow.
ble, Teuton said.
The rules of the competition are
Each Chamber member is ensimple. Chamber members will titled to one vote. The nominee
receive in the mail nomination with the highest number of votes
forms, and each member is asked will be named the 1982 Citizen of
to select a person whose work and the Year. The winner will then be
contributions to the community he announced at the Chamber's anfeels are deserving of recognition. nual dinner May 10.
•
Bill Teuton, executive vice
Ballots must be in by 2 p.m. Fripresident of the Chamber, day, April 23. All ballots should be
stresses that an individual be delivered to the Chamber,or mailrecognized for an accumulation, ed to: Citizen of the Year, Murrayrather than.just one year, of ef- Calloway Chamber of Commerce,
fort.
P.0. Box 190, Murray,Ky.,42071.
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MHS speech team places second;
awarded tourney's traveling trophy

BODY LINES — Four- and five-year-olds at the Apple Tree School recently took part in a different type of
The Murray High Speech Team
art lesson. Megan Harrington (left), daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Tracy Harrington, and Jennie Hudspeth,
placed second with 39 points in the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hudspeth, used chalk to draw a body outline around Jason Rouse,son of Mr.
Kentucky National Forensic
and Mrs. William Rouse.
Staff photo by Kate A. Reeves
; League District Tournament April
12 and
in Morehead, according
to Coach Mark Etherton.
The team also captured the
tournament's traveling -troinfy,
awarded to schools with the most
points accumulated in the tourney
over-the past several years.
Bullitt Central placed first with
By DOUGLAS GRANT MINE
curra declined to suggest a 3,000 miles away while Argentina
Associated Press Writer
peaceful solution might be near. withdraws its troops over 15 days.
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
When asked how long Haig might The proposal does not mention the
(AP) — Secretary of State Alex- stay in Buenos Aires, Foreign word sovereignty and would allow
ander M.Haig Jr. met with Argen- Minister Nicanor Costa Mendez Falklanders to run the
governtina's military junta today in a
replied: "Maybe a day, a month ment, but Argentina would ap"crucial" effort to achieve a
NEW YORK (AP) — Kentucky
or six months.I don't know."
point the governor, control the
breakthrough in the Falkland
Haig returned to the Argentine police and fly its flag on the Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. says the
Islands crisis, a State Department capital Friday to 'Continue his islands,the newspaper said.
federal government could do
source said.
worse then take a look at how his
week-long effort to mediate the
In London, the Guardian statels streamlining government.
The source, who requested
dispute. He brought a note from
anonymity, said Haig was ex- President Reagan to Argentine newspaper quoted Argentine
"l -wish that the federal governpected to leave Argentina later to- President Leopoldo Galtieri but diplomatic sources as saying the ment would copy some of the
negotiations "were heading ten- things we've done in Kentucky to
day but his destination would .not
its contents were not disclosed.
tatively toward an offer from cut through the bureaucracy,"
be known until after the meeting.
Haig's spokesman, Dean
The Argentine government press
Fischer, would not say whether Argentina which could involve a Brown said Friday at a luncheon
secretary said a meeting of the
the secretary would fly to London period of joint Argentine-British of the Sales Executives Club of
Cabinet was scheduled to begin
from here. He declined to rule over the islands." There was New York. Brown was in town to
no comment from either nation.
immediately after Haig's meeting
ask executives to consider doing
characterize five hours of discuswith the junta.
business in the Bluegrass State.
sions between Haig and Costa
In Washington, a well-placed
Argentine press reports on FriDespite the Reagan administraMendez and said he did not know if U.S. official who did not want to be
day spoke of an "air of optimism" negotiators had telephoned named said the United States is tion's efforts to reduce the size of
about a peaceful resolution of the
Washington or London.
providing intelligence to the the federal government, "they've
Falkland Islands crisis.
The Washington Post, quoting Argentines, but he did not believe done little or nothing to cut all of
The private news agency
unnamed sources, said today that the information included the loca- that bureaucracy up there,"
Noticias Argentinas quoted unArgentina presented a proposal to tion of Britain's armada. It was Brown said.
named sources as saying the talks
Brown said that by the end of
Haig that would give Argentines learned earlier this week that the
were "well on track" and "an
the key role in administering the United States was supplying in- the year, he will have cut the size
eventual accord would revolve
of state government by 25 percent
Falklands, inhabited by 1,800 telligence to Britain, and
around British recognition of
British-descended shepherds and Washington officials have said the and his new budget will be smaller
Argentine sovereignty in the ar- 600,000 sheep.
Soviet Union was similarly aiding than last year's budget, all
chipelago."
without an effect on services.
The Post said the proposal call- Argentina, a major Soviet grain
However, there was no indica- ed for Britain's fleet to stay about supplier.
If the federal government, with
tion Britain relaxed its refusal to
its offices on the national,
relinquish the islands 250 miles off
regional, state and local levels,
Argentina's southern coast.
tried the same thing, it could cut
The Falklands were a British
its budget by 25 to 30 percent,
colony, for nearly 150 years until
Brown said:
Argentina seized them April 2.
He said the federal government
0. Britain declared a 200-mile
must cut its deficit so that interest
blockade zone around the islands
rates will drop, and he said it
and dispatched a 40-ship fleet,
should channel tax incentives to
which is about 4,000 miles away.
small business, the wellspring of
Argentine Foreign Ministry
the nation's entrepreneurial
spokesman Hgrnan Massini Ezspirit.
EAST CHICAGO, Ind. (AP) — poured concrete 'Ind it solidified
While cutting taxes, his own adDriven by a tornado watch from around his upper body.
ministration has added incentives
the site of a bridge collapse where
After he fell, a steel beam fell to lure businesses to Kentucky, he
they were trying to reclaim the across his midsection, witnesses said.
last of 12 bodies, officials puzzled said. He was pronounced dead
Brown made his fortune as chief
over the cause of the accident and shortly after the collapse.
executive of Kentucky Fried
A 40 percent chance of early
fielded calls from worried
A 200-ton section of the bridge Chicken, and he said he brought
morning showers. Otherwise,
relatives of "lone wolf" construc- that was dangling by steel cables "a total business-like approach to
precipitation ending with partion workers.
was expected to be lowered safely managing government. And it
tial clearing this afternoon.
"People are calling from all to the ground today with two works,"
Strong shifting winds becoming
over the country, trying to find out cranes. That would allow for the
west to northwest at 15 to 30
if there's someone they know," Of- removal of the body with
miles an hour. Highs today in
ficer Ralph Rio said Friday. jackhammers, said John Wozniak
the low 60s. Tonight, becoming
"Anybody who works construction of the East Chicago Fire Departmostly clear with light winds
and they haven't heard from him ment.
and lows in the low to mid 40s.
in a while.
Sunny Sunday, with light west
"If some guy's a loner, he works
winds and highs near 70.
construction and he's not much of
DYER,Tenn.(AP) — An earthConsiderable sunshine and
a letter writer," Rio said. "They
quake measuring 2.8 on the
seasonally cool temperatures
want to know what happened to
Richter scale left some Gibson
Monday through Wednesday.
him."
County residents shaking in their
Afternoon highs will be in the
Gene Hallock, director of the
shoes, but caused little other
605, with a few highs in the low
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Highway Department, said faulty
damage,officials said.
703 possible in the south and
steel scaffolding may have caused The Natioial Severe Storms
"All we had was some windows
west on monday. Morning lows
Thursday's collapse of the Cline Forecast C6ter issued a tornado and doors that shook and some
will be in the 40s.
Avenue Extension bridge, which watch Friday from 8:30 p.m. Until rattling dishes," said Deputy
injured 17 workers — some I a.m. CST for portions of a four- Steve Russell. "I don't think
critically — in addition to killing state area.
anything was broken. I heard the
The tornado watch area includ- building popping and creaking but
the 12 malevorkers.
One Section — 12 Pages
But East Chicago Police Chief ed portions of east-central and
Ithought it was just the wind."
Aces
12
Iljipojs,
wasXpuce
west-,
Said
9(
,StiilliCh
P9CtiCor)4
.solithcrn
Rebert
it
Russell, a,dispatcher, said,the
Classifieds
......::.1O;It
speculation" that the scaffolding% central and southwest Indiana, a
earthquake
hit at 7:23 p.m. CST
Comics
10
small portion of southeast and that the department received
was to blame.
Crosswords
10
small portion of
Spokesmen for the Indiana Oc- Missouri and
more than, 100 telephone calls
Dear Abby
4
cupational Safety and Health Ad- western Kentucky.
excited residents.
from
Dr. Lamb
10.
ministration would not comment
The watch arei was along and
Arch Johnston, director of
Dr..
Fina& Feathers.,
7
—70- Mile! east and w.est- of L&fie the Tennessee Earthquilte;An.:
onthe cause onhe accident::
....4
The body of Ralph Rubio of• from 55 miles south of Paducah, formation Center at Memphis
„Murray Today
4
Whiting was still stuck Lk harden- "Ky.,to 40 miles north-northwest of State University, confirmed that
Obituaries
12 • ed concrete Friday night, two Terre Haute,Ind.
an earthquake had hit the area.
.Perspective
3
days after he was catapulted from
Tornadoes, large hail and
He said the quake lasted for two to
Shop Talk
the bridge. City police said he damaging thunderstorm winds three seconds and measured 2.8 on
Sp6rts
8,9
were possible in those areas.
plunged head-first into freshly
the Richter scale

Haig, Argentine military leaders
continue efforts to resolve crisis

NO points and Scott County was
third with 38.
Mike Childress placed second in
humorous interpretation ail
being considered for qualification
7 for the national tournament this
summer in San Francisco.
- Bill tossing placed third in
humorous interpretation. Erin
O'Brien placed third in original
oratory'. Natalie Simpson placed
fourth in extemporaneous speak-

ing. Kellie Overbey placed fourth
in dramatic interpretation. while
$andra Whaley finished sixth.
'Patsy Crawford, Charles Cella,
Kate Shepard,-d Loa- Russell
also participated and were inStrumeptal in.the tern'
..s .score.
Etherton said.
Calloway County High School
participated in the evenj but did
not release team results when contacted Friday.

Brown discusses politics, business
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Bridge collapse puzzles
officials; answer calls
from worried relatives
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He said he disdained politics
before he entered that arena.
"It is far worse than I ever
dreamed," he said. -You cannot
imagine the waste of money, the
lack of confidence in management

of government."
"Politics can work if you ignore
all the bad parts of it.... Politics is
so phony. You wave at the crowd
and smile and you got charisma,"
said Brown.

ProfessionalSecretaries
Week to be observed
Professional Secretaries Week planned by the PSI Murray
will be observed April 18-24 with chapter, according to Betty
Wednesday. April 21, being Albritten, president. She announcdesignated as Professional ed the 1982 Professional
Secretaries-Day.
Secretaries Week Committee has
More than 800 of Professional been appointed. Mia Wilson, who
Secretaries International IPSI) is employed by the Calloway
spearhead secretaries week County Health Department,
observances in every state in the serves as chairman.
United States and every province
Members of the committee are
in Canada. The week also is Doris Rowland, Anita Peeler, Linrecognized in many foreign coun- da Alexander, Faye Wells, Joyce
tries through the efforts of PSI Haley, Annie Nance, Sandy
Associated International Af- Adams, Cindy Bailey, Reta Gray,
filiates.
Jean Fleming and Neva Gray
Local observanpes are being Albritten.
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PRODUCTION SET — Rehearsing Stone Soup, the annual
" Children's Theatre production of the MSU Theatre are (from left)
Rebbecca -Jordan of Louisville, David Stephenson and Ben Moore,
both of Murray and Tom Hood of Louisville.

Annual Children's Theatre
production to be performed
The MSU Theatre will NW directed as a joint venture by
Kathy Charles and Linda Begley.
its annual.Children's Thea
duction,Stone Soup., on April,19,22 „ Since,tbe produttialt is aimed,at„.
in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre. children, the performances will be
Performances will be given at held during the daytime. According to James I. Schempp,
9:30 and 12:30. "
•
coordinatorof public relations for
Stone Soup is a musical version MSU Theatre, adults are also ergto-ottend--if-they can, "There' if-the tittOitatehildrea'sabout soldiers who trick a village are usually .a Jew extra seats in'
into feeding them. The 'script and the rear of the auditorium for
lyrics for this production were adults," Schempp said. Admission
written by Anne Glasner, and the to the production- will be fifty
music was composed by Beyyt cents. For futher information,
Hollinger. This production will be - one 762-4421.
so
.
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Derby breakfast
to draw thousands

•

Centre to display collection ofprints

It's almost May 1, Kentucky
available to the Browns by
Derby Day, and like most of life's
courtesy of Sportsman's Edge
high spots, getting there is half the
Ltd. in New York, a gallery that
fun.
represents Koehler.
The popular Derby Breakfast,
The artist, who paints mostly
planned again this year at the
jockeys, fox hunting and sailing
Kentucky Horse Park near Lexscenes, was born in Louisville in
ington, will draw thousands of
1927 and graduated from Male
people from all across the state —
High School there. But, he has livand the country for that matter —
ed in New York since graduating
as guests of Gov. and Mrs. John Y.
from Yale University in 1950.
Brown Jr.
During the past two decades, he
"I hope I'm invited again this
has held many successful exhibiyear," said one eager Kentuckian,
tions including one-man shows in
summing up how a lot of people
New York, Houston, Palm Beach,
view the event. "I love the tradiDublin, Rome and in London
tional Kentucky breakfast, the
where Wildenstein honored him as
decorations, the colorful crowcts
one of the few painters whose
— it's just a great way to start this
work it was prepared to show durexciting race day!"
ing the artist's lifetime.
Steve Wilson, deputy commis"I'm having a show in Dublin
sioneer of the Department of the
next, then in May I'll be in LonArts, who is helping the Browns
don, then to Paris. London will be
plan and manage the event, said
my 40th one-man show," he said,
8,000 invitations would go out this
adding almost as an afterthought,
year. "But, guests will be ex"That's hard to believe."
pected to present their invitations
In 1974 Koehler was commisionat the gate so we can plan better,"
ed to design the 10-cent U.S.
he said.
postage stamp that comThe elegant invitation bears a
memorated the 100th running of
reproduction of an oil by internathe Kentucky Derby. Champions
tionally famous equestrian artist
that he has painted include Riva
Henry Koehler. The colorful painRidge, Secretariat, Key to the
ting, titled ''National Hunt Start,"
Mint, and Stage Door Johnny. He
depicts jockeys in bright silks
has executed commisions for Paul
aboard powerful thoroughbreds
Mellon, J.H. Whitney, the Duchess
preparing to take off in what
of Windsor, Mrs. Aristotle Onassis
Keohler explains is really a
and Sen. Edward Kennedy Discersteeplechase.
ning collectors in America, BriThe term 'hunt' is basically
tain and on the continent have acEnglish and involves jumping,"
quired pictures by Koehler.
he explained in a recent telephone
The 8,000 guests at the 1982 Derinterview from his home in South
by Breakfast will served a decor
Hampton, N.Y. "Americans
of bright silk flags representing
would be more familiar with the
racing colors and splashes of red
term steeplechase, which is the
and yellow tulips. They will be
same thing."
-served he traditional country
The Governor and Mrs. Brown
ham breakfast, complete with hot
will present reproductions of the
biscuits and grits. Then, most will
painting, which they have signed,
join the caravan heading to
to many of their Derby Week
Louisville's Churchill Downs and
guests, and posters featuring the
one of the most famous events in
oil will be on sale at the Derby
all sports, the Kentucky Derby.
Breakfast. The painting was made

`THE FRUIT WE BEAR'will become part of the Murray-Calloway Commerce
Centre's permanent collection of prints, courtesy of Blackford House Gallery.
Presenting the Ken Holland work are Gladys Blackford (left) and her daughter,
Jayne Blackford. Blackford House Gallery also donated the framing.

IN COMMEMORATION OF THE DEDICATION of the
Murray-Calloway Commerce Centre, Creative Galleries
Press commissioned a print of the Centre by Dr. Charles
Patterson, a Murray physician. An artist's proof of the
Centre is now part of the Centre's permanent collection,
and a signed and numbered edition of the print is
available. Representing Patterson is Dr. Betty Hinton of
Framers Gallery Inc., parent company of Creative
Galleries Press. The print has been designated part of the
Murray Heritage Series.

Fraternal Order of Police
names current officer slate
Fraternal Order of Police Lodge
23 recently named its new officers.
They are Edd Hobbs, Murray
Police Department, president;
Larry Nixon, Calloway County
Sheriff's Office, vice president;
Patsy Watson, Murray State
University Security, secretary;
Bill Marcum, sheriff's office,
treasurer; Jerry Lee, police
department, state trustee; Gary

Overbey, police department,
lodge trustee; James Schaeffer,
security, conductor; Dean Alexander, police department, inner
guard; Ricky Latimer, police
department, outer guard; Bobby
Holmes, police department,
chaplain.
FOP meetings are conducted
the second Tuesday of each
month. For more information
about the lodge, contact any officer or law enforcement agency.

J. NICK RYAN'S donation of his "New Murray Hotel"
to the Murray-Calloway Commerce Centre's permanent
collection is somewhat unusual, in that the work is an
enlarged postcard that has been retouched in oil. Ryan,
an employee of Parker Ford in Murray, says the work
depicts the historic motel around the turn of the century.
The downtown Bank of Murray now occupies the location.

THE FIRST METHODIST CHURCH,' a print by Murray physician Dr..
Charles Patterson, and commissioned by Century 21, Loretta Jobs Realtors as
part of the Murray Heritage Series, is now in the permanent collection of the
Murray-Calloway Commerce Centre. Donating the print and framing is Mrs.
Jobs. The Church was organized in 1879.

Photos by Dotty Curtsinger

World's Fair ticket prices may rise
during periods ofpeak attendance
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) —
Worried about unmanageable
crowds, World's Fair officials are
pondering a plan that would boost
the cost of admission tickets during heavy attendance periods, a
fair officer says.
Bill Bieberbach, assistant
general manager for the fair, said
no decision to raise prices has
been made, but that the plan &s being considered as one way of
discouraging local residents from
attending.
Any increase "would hopefully
defer visits from local citizens
during very busy periods,'
Bieberbach said. "The price of
tickets would come down after the
peak periods."
He said fair promoters also
OFFICE TIPS — Murray High School students of teacher Sue Miller recently worked for one week
in the
School Relations office at Murray State University to gain practical office experience. From left, front
are
Murray High student Mae Umar,School Relations staff member Dee Ann Umar,and students
Teresa Woods
Richerson.
Standing
Lynn
and
in back are Leah Evans,School Relations secretary,and student Gay Evans.

National Art Education group names
MSU's Stickler outstanding in state
James W. Stickler, assistant
professor at Murray State University, was named the Outstanding
Kentucky Art Educator at the recent 22nd annual National Art
Education Association (NAEA)
conference in New York City.
Stickler's award recognizes his
leadership in recent state arts advocacy roles, as well as years of
service to the profession through
his work with the Kentucky Art
Education Association (KAEA). It
was presented by Charles
Qualley, NAEA western regional
vice president.
During 1980-111, WhBe -Ntickler
was serving as KAEA president,‘
number. of sweeping changes la.
Kentucky school accreditation
threatened to remove art, music,.
library and foreign languages

from the curriculums of state
schools.
The KAEAA, under Stickler's
leadership, mounted an active
campaign of letter writing, petitions and public information lectures which generated support for
the endangered programs, which
were eventually preserved in the
school accreditation laws.
Stickler, who divides his time
between the Department of Art
and Department of Instruction
and Learning, has also served the
KAEA as secretary and chairman
of higher education. Ala member
of the state executive council in
.1980, he was state conference
chairman when KAEA met for
three days of workshops, lectures
and events at Lake Barkley State
Resort Park.

were considering selling threeday passes as well as "family"
tickets.
The energy-theme fair opens
May 1 on a 72-acre site next door
to the University of Tennessee
campus and the downtown
business district. More than 11
million visits are expected, with
about 60,000 people attending daily.
Promoters have been selling
one-day tickets at $9.95 each for
people 12 to 55, two-day passes for
$15.95 and season passes at $85 for
adults and $45 for children 12 or
under.
One-day admission for adults 55
or older will be 89.25 and $8.25 for
children 12 to 4. Children 3 or
younger will be admitted free.

Hinkley claims
Reagan not target

WASHINGTON (AP) — Prosecutors say they need to show
slow-motion videotape of the attempt on President Reagan's life
to counter a claim by John W. Hinckley Jr. that he was aiming at the
presidential limousine — not
Reagan.
Hinckley's contention that he
Senators elected were as
was firing at the car was disclosed
follows:
Friday night by the government in
College of Humanistic Studies, legal papers asking a federal
Belinda Morgan, freshman from
judge for permission to show the
Danville; College of Creative Ex- slow-motion videotape and
other
pression, Kevin Bowden, junior evidence.
from McKenzie, Tenn., and
Hinckley's lawyers have obYvette Hourigan; College of En- jected to admission of the governvironmental Sciences, Gina
ment evidence on grounds it would
Sullivan, junior from Arlington, prejudice Hinckley, who goes
on
and Chad Lamb, sophomore from
trial April 27 for the shootings of
Metropolis, Ill.; College of
Reagan, White House press
Business and Public Affairs, secretary James Brady, a
Secret
Laurie Taylor, sophomore from
Service agent and a Washington
Marion, and Jeff Edwards, policeman.
sophomore from Benton; College
The defense has admitted that
of Human Development and Lear- Hinckley, 26, shot the four
men,
ning, Tamara Buchanan, senior„ but the defendant has pleaded infrom Kevil, and Debbie Papn, nocent by ason of insanity.
sophomore from Prospect.
Prosecutors did not say in their
Senators elected at large were
written papers how they learned
Mike Prudent, Melinda Long, of Hinckley's contention that he
Dave Croft, Tom Baumgarten, was aiming at the limousine. That
Julie Brownce7.44.!Tali;C44,
.
intormatIon nas not been mentvon:"
Officers elected by the student ed by the defense or prosecution in
body in Wednesday's election will any public hearing or court filing.
serve one-year terms. Whitehouse
Lawyers for both sides are prowill serve as the student represenhibited from commenting on the
tative to the Board of Regents and
case under a gag order issued by
begin his term on July 1.
Judge Barrington Parker.

Whitehouse elected head
of MSU Student Government

Allen Whitehouse, a junior from
Owensboro, was eleked president
of the Student Government
Association at Murray State
University in balloting on Wednesday.
Whitehouse received 439 votes
to win the election. He was followA graduate of Kutztown ( Pa.
State College and Pennsylvania ed in balloting by Mike Adams 229,
State University, Stickler has David Quisenberry 358, James
worked in public school art pro- Morris 157, and Ray Stewart 62.
Joe Saling, a sophomore from
grams, museum education programs and higher education posi- Louisville, won the vice presidency with 744 votes. Also in the race
tions for the past 18 years.
He was formerly direCtof of vwoatses.Melanie Peacock with 641
Junior Museum of Central Penn.:
,
Deon Payne, a junior from
sylvania and director of a multicounty Art Mobile program.
Belknap, Ill., won the treasurr's
'At Murray State, he has served''election with 701 ballots. Mike
seven years as sponsor of the cam- Zoeller received 681.
In the race- for secretary, Debpus chapter of NAEA and has
directed the Children's Art bie Lewellyn, a sophomore from
Workshop Program sponsored • 1,ouisville, was the winner with
796, followed by. Trisha Lurni with
jointly by M1=2" State and
547.
'Calloway County ublic Library.
Members elected to the UniverStickler is a, board member of
the Murray-Calloway County sity Center Board Policy Council
Mental Health-Mental Retarda- were Allen Blake, a freshman
tion Center and the First Christian from Mayfield, and Joe Lehmann,
a junior from Streamwood,Ill.
Church of Murray.

Bieberbach said tickets already
bought will be honored for
whatever price was paid.
An earlier suggestion that ticket
prices be boosted — in that case,
to help raise money for a proposed
University of Tennessee arena —
was deemed "unacceptable" by
S.H. Roberts Jr., fair president.
Roberts was responding to a
suggestion by state Sen. Victor
Ashe, R-Knoxville, that ticket
prices be boosted by 10 percent to
help finance the basketball arena.
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Inoffensive
films find
audiences

I

-

Chariots of Fire may have caught some professional critics off guard as the Motion Picture
Academy's choice for an Oscar and the year's best
film, but it won wide audience approval as superb
entertainment.
Refreshingly, Chariots of Fire features an exciting story, enchanting English and Scottish
scenery, a beautiful musical score and appropriate
costumes.
All of these attractions are added to a theme that
extols traditional religious values — without a
shred of offensive sex, violence or profanity.
Too good to be true? See Chariots of Fire and
judge for yourself.
Those who condemn the motion picture industry
for producing so many objectionable films can do
their part by patronizing wholesome ones, thereby
encouraging future Academy Award judges to
recognize and reward decency.
(Reprinted by permission of The St. Louis
Globe—Democrat)

Third World:
friends
or
•
growing foes?
agralatt,

It

4-
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How should America react toward change in the
Third World?
There is a growing debate in Washington about
the role the United States Should play in Central
America, the Middle East, Southern Africa and
other developing areas. The foreign policy
establishment, as represented by the majority of
both political parties, sees the Third World as the
.frontier of competition between the two superpoviers. The foreign policy opposition, made up of
some younger politicians and Americans with
Peace Corps-type experience in Third World nations, sees the Third World as a multi-faceted entity
with its own economic and social aspirations,
political upheavals and instability.
The Reagan administration primarily holds the
establishment view. For example, it sees insurrection in Central America as being directed by
Moscow through Cuba and Nicaragua. But President Reagan's attendance at the Cancun NorthSouth conference, and U. S. negotiations with Mexico and Cuba over Central America, show an increasing consciousness of the Third World as a
separate entity with problems and challenges of its
own.
The foreign policy opposition is less centralized,
but a report written by Overseas Development
Council reflects some of its values. It said:
"economic and political relationships between the
industrial and developing countries are undergoing
a series of fundamental changes that will greatly
strengthen the importance of the Third World and
will increasingly narrow the range of policy
choices. A realistic and effective American foreign
policy cannot continue to consider the developing
countries solely in an East-West framework or to
judge them as irrelevant to major U.S. interests."
The foreign policy establishment believes
military power is the key to the protection of world
stability and of U.S. interests abroad. It cites the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, Cuban troops in
Angola and Nicaraguan arms shipments to El
Salvador as evidence that communists are exploiting instability to militarily extend the Soviet
Empire. It believes that Soviet expansionism can
only be met by force: back friendly regimes,even if
they are unpopular and authoritarian; supply arms
and military advisers.
The foreign policy opposition views political instability and revolution as a characteristic of
developing nations. It cites America's own revolution, eeonomic progress and social justice as links
to the Third World. It believes that America
should not support abhorrent regimes which resist
change and are ultimately overthrown by their own
people. It presents Vietnam, Angola and Iran as examples of the futility of military involvement. It
asks: Why can't America deal with a leftest
Nicaragua if it is deepening relations with communist China? Why not back the winners?
A list of foreign policy crises — Iran,
Afghanistan, El Salvador — reads like a growing
roster of Third World nations. Whatever the sources
of turmoil, there is no doubt that our national
security will depend in ever greater proportion on
our relations with obscure nations seething with
turmoil.that can either become our friends Or our
enemies.
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by lorry mcgehee

Making miracles occur involves more
than just waiting for them to happen

The other day, something happened that brought home a four-line
poem by the Kentucky farmer-poet,
Wendell Berry, in his little book of
Sayings& Doings:
'My feet are cold,' one says and
the legless man replies: `So are
mine.So are mine.'
What happened to bring gratitude
to mind was, I was talking with a
secretary, and she was updating me
on what was doing on in her work and
her family. I won't embarrass her by
telling her name or town, but I do
want to share part of her story. She
grew up in farm country until' her
parents moved to a city when she was
high school age, and like a lot of folks
with that kind of experience, she
loves animals and children and
believes the best of people. In addition to working full time, she takes
care of a house and husband and twoyear-old son, and just got a horse,
too. She's regular about churchattendance, but doesn't believe in
beating people over the head with her
religion, but she is one powerful
witness to its depth.

too. They cram into her economysized car for trips to get pizza or
hamburgers, and pile into her house
for pajama parties. The littlest are as
important as the oldest, and all get
playing time on the court or field.
They crowd around her just to touch,
chattering away,squeezing and hugging to return some of the affection
they feel radiating from her, and
when their parents are there, they
have to fight through them to reach
her, because the parents feel the
same way.

Last season, most of her "seniors,"
— the more experienced eleven-yearolds — moved on, up to the next
league, so she had to "draft" a lot of
nine-year-olds this year, in girls'
basketball.
Before the draft picks were made,
she was visited by a lady who had a
special request to make. The lady
had heard about her from a neighbor,
and came to ask her to draft her little
girl. As it turned out, the lady was
really the girl's aunt. The girl's
parents had been killed in an
automobile wreck out in' Colorado,
In what she calhAptr "free time,"
and the girl had been sent to live with
she plays on a softball team and
the aunt, whose own children were all
takes evening courses towards her''' grown-"lie- giftleis-Still in-shock,
college degree — and she is a
having at age nine lost both parents
volunteer coach for basketball and
and her home only six months back.
softball little girls' teams. The girls
She didn't talk, or smile, or play, and
get good training in the fundamentals
the aunt was looking for help.
of the games, but they get a lot more,
My secretary-coach listened

carefully and agreed to see what she
could do, but in the drafting process,
the girl didn't get assigned to her
team. Before the coaches left,
however, she explained to them that
she felt she had to have that girl on
her team. It cost her her first-round
draft choice in exchange, but the deal
got made.
Slowly and painfully, the hoped-for
change began to happen. The girl is a
starting forward, with good depthperception for corner shots,and she's
laughing and running her way back
from the darkness of her Colorado
midnight.
_There's nothing particularIgi "different" about this story. Accidents
happen everywhere and to anyone,
and people are always being hurt and
bruised by the fall-out from tragedies
— or so our protective cliches go.
Sometimes, though, we get bitter,
because so many of our "accidents"
are manmade, are careless inflictions of pain upon others than
ourselves without any justification or
acceptable explanation.
Yet, if accidents are often manmade, so are miracles. That's what
_this secretary-coch's JtQl me..
Miracles didn't sudden y stop once
the scriptures had been collected.
People make miracles happen. In
this case, that radiating warmth of
real love around which the children
and their parents huddled was the

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Accountants
are sometimes compared with coroners because by the time they come
up with the facts, uncover the
mistakes and explain why things
went wrong the client is beyond
reclamation.
Minicomputers are now helping to
change that role, making possible an
almost constant flow of quick financial and other data to auditors, who
then are in position to recommend
corrective options to management.
"I've always thought we were in
the wrong end of the business," said
Felix Pomeranz, a senior partner in

fire from which a spark passed to a
particular girl when she was her coldest. What would have happened if
that secretary-coach had never
worked her way from the farm to the
city and into the hearts of her girls?
What would have happened if that
aunt hadn't had a neighbor who happened to know about that coach?
What would have happened if the
coach hadn't made the swap to get
the girl on the team? There's nothing
accidental at all in that part of the
story. .
What is there is evidence of that
mysterious and incomprehensible
force in life that we cannot name,
though we live tried — Yahweh,Providence, the First Cause, the Prime
Mover, the Divine, or God. More importantly, there is in this story
evidence that when people respond to
that power, they can make miracles
happen...and each, no matter how
small,is a big one.
Someone gave me a little prayer
once, and I don't know its author, but
I keep it framed over my typewriter:
"0 Lord, bitter are the tears of a
child/sweeten them: deep are the
thoughts of a child/quiet them: sharp
the_grief nf a child/take it ir-om
him: soft is the heart of a child/do not
harden it." A child is a 'miracle all
unto itself. Our manmade accidents
abuse and mark it; but our manmade
miracles may save it.. and so,too,the
world.

byjohn cunniff
Coopers & Lybrand,largest of the sosaved a power and light company $20
called Big Eight accounting firms.
million on a $150 million project. On
Accountants 'should prevent
another, he claims, it saved the same
clients from losing money — before
company $500,000 on construction of
the fact — not tell them how much
a $5 million cooling tower.
they've lost — after the fact," said
The new accounting may represent
Pomeranz, as he decribed his exanother change too in that it puts
perience with the new accounting.
auditors more deeply into the role of
According to Pomeranz, preempmanagement consultants, where
tive auditing is a major accounting
they advise on contract wording and
shift, especially for those who
insurance policies, and monitor conmonitor large, building projects,
struction quality as well as strictly
where inflation and poor planning
financial aspects of a job.
can lead to multimillion dollar overThe minicomputer is the hardware
runs.
that makes it possible by simulating
On one project, he said, his firm
and changing the sequence of conC Coplay News Service
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struction before building begins and
then using the flow of information to
monitor and adjust construction.
In the pre-construction phase, the
Coopers & Lybrand "core group,"
made up of managers or partners,
examines all controls, accounting as
well as operational. Pomeranz
claims it is the industry's first.
Reviewing plans, the core group
might question the appropriateness
of contracts offered for bid. Would
fixed-price contracts be superior to
cost-plus or unit price contracts?
Should contractors supply their own
insurance? Could savings be affected
by buying insurance wholesale,
Performance is then monitored. If
it lags, the accountants can present a
variety of options to the company.
In addition to construction projects, Pomeranz foresees preemptive
auditing being used in large research
and development programs, and in
corporate annual procurement programs.
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By Ken Wolf
In these days when the federal
government is shifting the burden of
important social services back onto
the "private sector"(nice words that
are supposed to sound as if they
mean some big corporation but really refer to you and I), perhaps Christians will soon have to take more
seriously some of these words from
early Christian church leaders.
St. John Chrysostom on4 wrote
that "feeding the hungry is a greater
work than raising the dead" and St.
Leo the Great said that "the price of
the kingdom is the food you give to
those who need it."
Finally, here are some words on
sharing from St. Clement:
The Lord ate from a common
bowl, and asked the disciples to
sit on the grass. He washed
Fifty years ago
their feet, with a towel wrapped
Cooler weather this week had droparound his waist — He, who is
ped temperatures to 29 degrees April
the Lord of the universe! He
12 and a heavy frost was seen the
drank water from a jug of earnext morning. Rainfall for the year
thenware, with the Samaritan
was 23.06 inches compared to 9.61 for
woman.
the same date in 1931.
"Christ," wrote Clement, "made
Teachers of Calloway County had
received their checks for month of use his aim,not extravagance."
February. Issuance of checks had
started April 11 by M.O. Wrather,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Mrs. G.B.Scott had been re-elected
as a member of Democratic State
Central Executive Committee for a
four-year term at first district convention in Louisville April 12.
Edtia Lee Grogàn, Corine Henry,
Annie Mae Spiceland, Coy Ferguson,
.Gilmer. McClure,. Bobbie..Reed
Grogan, Wendell Allbritten, John
Harvey Perkins, Olaf Rose, Joe
Bruce Wilson and, Henry Hargis had
been named as members of cast of
play, "A Prairie Rose", to be
presented April-n by-Junior Class of New Concord High School. •
Mrs..Charlie Crawford, Mrs. J.A.
Outland and Miss Sadie Wilgus had
represented Calloway County at
district meeting of'Homem •!ters
Club at Paducah April 11.

•

back in Murray's past
Ten years ago
Johnson and Joe Pat Ward.
Stuart Poston had been named as
Joe W. Cable, Murray State Colnew administrator of Murraylege senior, had received a research
Calloway County Hospital, according
scholarship at Florida State Univerto R.B. Patterson, chairman of
sity, Tallahassee. The son of Mr. and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Mrs. Ray Cable, he was married to
Board of Trustees.
the former Wanda McReynolds.
Charles Leroy Eldridge,director of
' Forty years ago
school relations at Murray State
The head of every household was to
University, had been elected
register at nearest school house on
president-elect of 800-member KenMay 4,5,6 or 7 to obtain a book which
tucky Personnel and Guidance
would permit him to buy sugar. ComAssociation for 1973.
mercial users of sugar were to
Twenty years ago
register April 28 and 29.
Holmes Ellis, general manager of.
Calloway County farmers had signWestern Dark Fired Tobacco
ed up by April 15 to grow 343.1 acres
Growers Association, was one of
of hemp that year in response to a rethree top officials of tobacco associaquest by the government for a large
tion who were to depart April 21 for
amount to be grown.
Europe on a Foreign Market
The city of Murray was ready to
Developmput trip to promote the sale _.-buy light .and, power. facilities of
of United States-produced dark
Kentucky-Tennessee Light and
tobacco..
Power Co. in and near Murray. FurNed Nance, Almo School, Carol
citiase pricewas set at $225,400.
Barrow, Hazel School, and Vickie
Elected as officers of Calloway
Criwford, Calloway County. Mgr County Fair Association were Ray
&heel; were *Others of poster conIlanvfmd Doron, A. Carman,
test for Natjonal Library Week. .
George Hart and John T. Cochran.
. Thirty years ago
Mrs. W.D. Lewis, Miss Annie Ray,
Elected as officers of Calloway
Mrs. E.R. Scales and Mrs. Wesley
County • Chapter for Infantile
Waldrop were elected as officers. of
Paralysis for 1952 were Ray
Mothers Club of Murray Training
Brownfield, Chuck Simons, James L.
School.
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datebook
ci-'
Tennis ploy plann4'eof Murray Country Club
GroupCof Ladies Tennis
am.at the club.

today

1
Coming community events listed
Saturday,April 17
Plant sale will be from
a.m. to 3 p.m. by Senior
Citizens at greenhouse,
located behind St. John's
Episcopal Church.

Women are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.

Monday,April 19
p.m. at lodge hall.
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Recovery, Inc., will
Frances Drake
Bethel Baptist Bible
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Study will be at 6 p.m. at
FOR SUNDAY. APRIL 18. 19R9
Health Center, North home of Michael Cunncareless about health.
What kind of day will tomer- LEO
Seventh and Olive ingham,Utterback Road. row
Creative ones enjoy new pro4124g
)
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Aug.
to
23
will playTuesday at 9
(July
To
be?
find
the
what
out
Streets.
--stars say, read the forecast Others are responsive to ductivity.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Ann UddAlcoholics Anonymous
Community Chorus is
Murray TOPS (take off given for your birth Sign.
your ideas. Close ties enjoy CAPRICORN
berg, Cathy Mattis, Laura Miller and Leisa
and Alanon will meet at 8
to
scheduled
practice
at
Club
trips together. Hobbies (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
short
sensibly)
pounds
of
portion
Faughn; Court Two — Renee Wynn, Carol Waller,
western
p.m. in
7:30 p.m. at First United will meet at 7 p.m. at AniEs
offer relaxation after the ten- Paying attention to a career
Deanna Parker and Kathy Kopperud.
Livestock and Exposition
matter will be to your advanMethodist Church.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) VA sions of business.
Health Center.
Center.
Financial gain is likely
tage.
Either
a
or
you
friend
close
VIRGO
---Persons Between Jobs
and shopping is also
now,
(
an.
sio
akie
Alcoholics Anonymous Could dmec
Square and round danc- will meet at 10 a.m. at
ug. 23 t°SePt.
up on extra favored.
catch 22)
You'll
AY
unOwtrerfwmaisen:
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian will meet at 8 p.m. at you'll have an active and en- work assignments now. The AQUARIUS
A full rehearsal of the Chorus of the Music
western portion of
,
Woodmen of World Hall. Church.
unemployed may get a lJan.20 to Feb. 18
joyable social life now.
Department of the Murray Woman's Club will be
"Alexander Nevsky" Livestock and Exposition TAURUS
valuable tip. Make sure you You may revise your point
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. prior to the department
of view about a business matPschology will be film shown by In- Center.
follow though on leads.
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
meeting at 7:30 p.m. B.J. Berrill, director, said the
You'll enjoy shared inter.
ternational Film Festival
—'1---youLIBRA
Research
Undergraduate
An old friend could steer
chorus will sing at the memorial service and
Len terests with friends. Travelers
at 2:30 and 7 p.m. in
Assembly No.toward a fine career oppor- (Sept. 23 to Oct.22) -1—
Murray
Colloand
Conference
general meeting of the club on May 3. Bea Farrell is
double-check
may forget something should
qium will start at 1:30 auditorium of University 19 Order of the Rainbow tunity. Don't be too upset if Yourunning
accompanist for the chorus.
schedules.
a
for
errand
an
when
p.m. at University Center, Murray State for Girls will meet at 7you find a relative has forgot- loved
"The Fun 50's" will be the theme of Tuesday's
one. Put a string on your PISCES
ten something.
University. No admission p.m. at lodge hall.
State
Murray
Center,
Rebecca
by
given
be
to
meeting
department
finger! Otherwise,expect hap- (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
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will be charged.
---University.
Private pursuits are acpy times together.
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exciting
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follow
you
sure
Make
dberg and Evelyn Wilson Chilcutt.
ture sets the tone and the
Missionary Society of
flattery.
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mood
working
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be
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music
news
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.from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
ner at 6 p.m. at Hazel p.m. in Farrell Recital
the house.
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Club
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Center,
Hall,
Arts
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and public service. A concern
not
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An
Retirees of Local 1068 UAW-CIO and of other
Burrage will be speaker. Murray State University. will meet at .6 p.m. at live up to a commitment.It's a (Nov.22 to Dec. 21) A
for the larger issues that afRestaurant.
Family
Joe's
locals will meet Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. at First Chris--You'll meet some exciting feet mankind attracts you to
good time for home-based venMolly R. Ross, senior,
Children's Presentatian Church. A potluck supper will be served for the
Mothers Morning Out atubou
ktitnegrs!leVsions people at an otherwise staid law, politici and the
11ov ma
rest fa:lid...m.3
will present her voice tion of "Stone Soup" will will be at 9 a.m. at First
retirees and their families, according to Frank
get-together. Don't be humanities.
Kavanaugh,group spokesman.
recital at 3:30 p.m. in be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 United Methodist Church.
.
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine p.m. in Robert E.
First United Methodist
Arts Center, Murray Johnson Theatre, Fine Church Women will have
State University. Karen Arts Center, Murray a bazaar workshop at 10
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons
Thackrey, pianist, will be State University. Admis- a.m. at church.
will meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall. A
sion will be 50 -cents per
accompanist.
Master Class* of horn
period of Masonic education will be conducted, acchild.
Frances Drake
Jubilee"
will
"Wesley
ensemble
will be ts.t. .'30
cording to R&aernon,master of the lodge.
Golden Ciltle Class of am.F
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MONDAY,
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Foundation, Murray will meet with Virginia with Gerald Welker, con- star say, mad fbe forecast Despite some
unexpected CAPRICORN
State University. In case Schwettman at 7 p.m.
d uctor
n d V e r n e given for your birth Sign.
expenses, you'll improve your (Dec.22to Jan. 19)
Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will meet
of rain program will be in
Reservations for Alum- Reynolds, hornist, will
financial picture. Luck is with A changed appointment
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. in the church parking lot to
Mason Nursing Building, ni Round-Up or the perform at 8 p.m. in ARM
career and could upset you, but things run
dyoonulesitnic
go to Reelfoot Lake for lunch. The group will eat at
_ .19)
.21 to Apr
MSU.
Emeritus Club luncheon Lovett Auditorium, Mur-(Mar.
smoothly by late afternoon.
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Though
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a
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April 24 at Murray State ray State University.
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Monday,April 19
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. h friends
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lions with a friend concern- (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Athletic Boosters will 762-3737.
be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 others.
A churchwide skating party for Memorial Baptist
ing money or a purchase. Get a second opinion about
meet at 7:30 p.m. in
p.m. in Robert E.TAURUS
Church will be Tuesday from 6 to 8 p.m at local
Later, you'll find your bonds the Cost of legal advice. Anew
library of Calloway CounTuesday, April 20
skating rink. This will be free admission, according
Johnson Theatre, Fine ( Apr.20 to May 20)
moneymaking opportunity
of
don't
As
let affection stronger.
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ty High School.
Martin's Chapel United Arts Center, Murray
to a church spokesman.
without too much effort
comes
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Penny Homemakers
A much-wanted party uwita. The work pace is slow, but PISCES
Club will meet at 1 p.m.
'
e
an afternoon breakthrough (Feb. 19to Mar.20)
tion
arrives.
Persons Between Jobs will meet Monday at 10
at home of Maudena Butmakes you happy. Capitalize An employer's idiosynGEMINI
a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th
terworth.
on new financial and business crasies could irk you. Travel
I May 21 to June 20)
Streets. This is open to the public, accordng to the
and educational matters bring
Mixing business with °PPnlinnities
our ideas will impress
othersYtoda
luck.
coordinator,the Rev. R.E. Rabatin,church pastor.
Bluegrass State C.B.
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to
you
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Club will meet at 7 p.m.
make
though
(Oct.
will
imporfor
sticks,
Program
Nutrition
quettes, vegetable
at Joe's Family the Elderly and Meals on cabbage, cornbread, but_ tent career strides now. New Be straightforward with lovRestaurant.
Wheels menus for week of ter, orange cake, orange,assignments come your way. ed ones and you'll enjoy very YOU BORN TODAY are
Joe Mullins of Murray has been dismissed from
eps/„.A special time together. Avoid versatile and practical. You
CANCER
April 19-23 have been milk, coffee or tea.
July
to
21
Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
22)
(June
42.C••••47 ill-advised flirtations. Accent have a genuine interest in
of
Theta Department
released by Tripp ThurWednesday — turkey You may have to change discretion.
reform and are often found in
Murray Woman's Club man, director of Murray- and dressing, green plans about
a trip, but the SAGITrARRJS
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politics,
law and religion.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Calloway County Senior beans with cream of alternative will be most plea- (Nov.22 to Dec.21) "'
You're liable to experiment
home economics depart- Citizens.
sn ushroom soup,sant. You receive good news You'll find the way out of a before settling on a career and
Guy A.Shrader of Hazel has been dismissed from
ment at Calloway County
Meals are served Mon- cranberry sauce, hot roll,from a friend.
troublesome domestic situa- at times resort to expediency.
Henry County General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
High School. Members day through Friday at 'butter, banana, milk, cofwill use west side en- Hazel and Douglas fee or tea.
trance.
Centers and each TuesThursday — chicken
Free blood pressure tests will be given Tuesday
—7,-day and Thursday at Ellis liver, fried with bacon,
from noon to 2 p.m. at the Murray Seventh-Day
Murray Lodge No. 105 Center. Meals, also are mashed potatoes, green
Adventist Church, Sycamore and South 15th
Free and Accepted sent out each day.
peas, hot roll, butter,
Streets.
Masons will meet at 7:30
Menus are as follows:
peach cobbler, peaches,
DEAR ABBY: I am in Jnly 15. After that I
Monday - — beef milk, coffee or tea.
Rargain Matinees
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my
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—
Friday
I live alone and got turned on by boys bethealth.
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butter,
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to come 20.
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want to
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Tuesday — chicken cro- coffee or tea.
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seem ungrateful, but, Ab- turn me on, but most
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nago._

mew

Retirees plan supper

la0

Murray lodge will meet

,

Your Individual
Horoscope

Senior adults plan event

va

lItzlt

Skating party scheduled

.44A

Pal meeting planned

Menus listed for week
for nutrition progr{Jm

n4

Mullins dismissed

Shrader dismissed

Free tests will be given

Invalid's visitors cause
pain and not pleasure

Dean)

South Murray Homemakers
hear three lessons recently

2 Cray Nits!
2:00,7:00, 10:00 (It)
Tartu* Fried Movie
— Plus—
/hareems(PG)
3:35,8:35

R

int

11 a.m. at meeting of
South Murray
Homemakers Club at Majestic Steakhouse.
Lola Clark presented
lessons about "Choosing
Clothes To Flatter the
Figure" and "Cultural
Conflicts in Kentucky
Literature."
A lesson about "Look of
Spring" was given by
Jean Moore.
Lottie Gibson, presi-

thoughts. Madeline
Parker directed recreation.
Other members present were Anna Mae
Owen, Uldine Evans, Zeffie Woods and Viva Ellis.
A visitor was Dorotha
Jones who joined the
club.
The club will meet
April 21 at 11 a.m. at the
summer home of Anna
Mae Owen.

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &

Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
• All wedding"atcounts, whether with a photo or

not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.

iroweesenememenoweseneuesenesemesedo
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

For all your Travel Reservations Lott

•
• Marjorie and Bill Major
•
7S3-0880
•
•
•
• American and International Troveffime

•
•
•
•
•
representing
•
•
•
•
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Just Received
New Shipment Of
Polo,

Ralph Lauren

hirts

NO COMPANY,
THANK YOU
DEAR NO COMPANY:
I know a person who

handles visiting ap elderly or disabled person this
way: She calls and says,
"I will come on one condition — that you do not lift
a finger! I will bring the
refreshments."
Then she arrives with a
picnic basket containing
a thermos of tea, an
assortment of
refreshments, cups,
saucers, linen placemats

and. napkin. All .the
hostess has to do is open
the door and enjoy the
company. Now wouldn't
that kind of company be a
pleasure?

15 Colors!

tutkingbam
11:40•1141elt
toterteiameat
erOver0•11Late Show Ada. S3.00

by, it is such a burden I
would rather they didn't
come.
Let me explain. A
hostess is expected to offer her guest a cup of tea
and perhaps a sandwich
or some sweets. This imposes a hardship on me
because I am badly crippled with arthritis and
can barely prepare my
own meals. I also have
diabetes and never have
sweets or bakery goods
on hand.
I would be interested in
hearing how other elderly
and disabled people feel
about having company.

Itb

RADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Dixieland Center
100111\

DEAR ABBY: I am a
29-year-old divorced
woman. When I was 22, I
had a short affair with a
very mature boy who was

teen-agers are more By Abigail Von Buren
manly than men in their
30s.
I would like to know if husband feels as I do, and
this is normal for a suggested I write to you..
CARING MOTHER-INwoman my age, or do I
A
L.
need to see a shrink?
DEAR eARING: Don't
CRADLE ROBBER
DEAR ROBBER: Ac- offer your new daughtercording to the most in-law any well-meaning
authoritative studies on help by correcting her
sexual behavior,the male grammar.-If your son is
reaches his sexual peak satisfied with his wife,
In his teen years. And and apparently he is,
matters.
from then on, it's that's all that
•••
downhill.
• •
DEAR ABBY: Tell
DEAR ABBY: We have "Save the Fish" to cheer
a precious new daughter- up. Next time her husin-law. She and our son band brings home a fish,
are head over heels in let her think of all the
love. She has many fine smaller fish that would
qualities, but, Abby, her have been eaten later if
grammar is atrocious! her husband hadn't
For example, she says, caught it, and of all the
"We seen," instead of, smaller fish that fish had
"We saw." And, "Him already eaten.
In his autobiography,
and me went," instead of,
Benjamin Franklin
"He awn went."
I would like to correct relates how he resolved to
her in a loving way, not be a vegetarian because
for my sake, but for hers. he didn't believe living
Sfie is barely 21, and if I creatures should die so he
could find a gentle way to could eat. Then he realizcorrect her, I'm sure It ed that fish eat each other
would save my son a lot of regularly. He continued
embarrassment later on, to eat fish.
because be„web(,must SCARED MINNOW
notice how bad her grant- 'PROM PA..
•••
mar is.
You'll feel
Problems?
I don't want to mention
them off
get
you
if
better'
I
because
It to my son
don't want him to think I your chest. Write to Abam finding faint with-Mr by, P.O. Box 31923,
wife. I have always had a Hollywood, Calif. NM.
wonderful relationship For a jiersonal reply,
with him and don't want please enclose a
to do anything to alienate dumped. seN-addramed
bis or offend his wife. My Seirdepll.
•

•• •

-

•••t •
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p.m. Monday through
Saturday, Osborne
stressed the shop does the
work it is suppose to do
quickly and economically. The shop also will accept ,garments after
hours if Osborne is
notified. With three fulltime and one part-time
employee, Osborne
guarantees 24-hour serVice for most items. For
legitimate emergencies,
Osborne said some
garments will be alter‘d

immediately.
The new location
features plenty of parking, two dressing rooms
and a steam system to
press all pressable
garments brought into
the store.
Custom sewing includes clothing, drapes,
leather garments, chaps,
vests, black powder
jackets and shirts.
Pick-up service is
available for shut-ins and
senior citizens.

David and Art Jewell
are proud to announce the
reopening of Shirley
Garden Center, 500 N. 4th
St.
The Jewells had
reopened Shirley Florist
Feb.8.
Serving customers in
the garden center. are
Terry Wiser and
Charlotte "Charlie" Waddell Williams. Wiser,
along with his wife Kim
and son Timothy are
natives of Murray and
Calloway County.
Wiser holds a B.S.
degree in agriculture
from Murray State
University. While atten-

Appraiser speaks at meeting
terviewing of some 130 individuals both farm
owners and operators,
that are dealing directly
with farming land on
which transmission
power lines have been
placed.
In addition to personal
interviews, actual on-site
inspections were made of
farming practices for different cropping systems
and crops.
This on-site study
resulted in actual data as

Foster addresses group
Charles S. Foster, vice
president and trust officer of the Bank of Murray, was a guest speaker
recently for the state vide
Consumer Interest
Workshop, sponsored by
the Bluegrass Chapter of
the Electrical Women's
Round Table and the Kentucky Home Economics
Association. The theme
for the meeting which
was held at the Ramada
Inn in Louisville, Kentucky, was "Meeting Consumers'Challenges." '
Foster spoke at both
the morning and afternoon sessions, entitling
his remarks "You Can
Help Yourself - An Update on the New Estate
Tax Laws."

Also attending the
meeting was Dr. Joan
Maupin, assistant pro.fessor in the Department
Of Rothe Economics,•
Murray State University,
who served as program
co-chairman for the
workshop.
Approximately 250 people participated in the
workshop representing
home economists in
education, government,
and public and private
business.
The Electrical
Women's Round Table is
a non-profit organization,
solely, for the benefit of
providing opportunities
for professional and personal growth for its
members.

Dan Farris attends seminar
Dan Farris,loan officer
of the Bank of Murray,
11 recently attended a oneday Seminar entitled
"Bankruptcy Strategies
for Business Creditors,"
at the Executive Inn in
Louisville.
The seminar, conducted by William
Mapother, was designed
to provide new and more
aggressive strategies for
combating bankruptcy
losses.
Mapother is a nationally known creditors' at-

torney and recognized
authority on bankruptcy.
He has led more
seminars on the new
Bankruptcy Code than
any other person in
America, and has spoken
to creditors and attorneys
in 40 states on various
legal subjects affecting
creditors.
"In light of the many
changes in the new
Bankruptcy Code, I feel
these types of seminars
are very valuable for
creditors," Farris said.

Don Cunningham promoted
and a graduate of Murray
State University with a
B.S. in mathematics.
In his new position,
Cunningham is responsible for central data processing, commercial application programming
and timekeeping services. He joined the plant
In 1981. Cunningham and
Cunningham is a native his wife, Hilda, have one
of Christian County, Ky., child, Marcia.

Paducah — Dan Cunningham, Murray, has
been promoted to head
the Data Services
Department in the
Finance and Materials
Division at the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant
operated by Union Carbide.

related to land removed
from production and of
increased time required
in tillage and harvesting
operations about structures located within fields
of cropland. The study
also included data on the
effects of transmission
power lines imposed on
transitional land around
urban areas, timber land
and land primarily suited
for use for wildlife
habitat, hunting and
recreational purposes.
Douglas, a real estate
appraiser-consultant,
graduated from Murray
State University in 1960
with a B.S. in agriculture.
His appraisal and conassignments,
covering all classifications of real estate, have
taken him into 11 "states.
He presently holds three
professional appraisal
designations. His Murray
2
/
office is located at 418-1
W. Main St.

DELIVERIES — Gary Murdock, son of Dan and
Linda Murdock, serves as Shirley Florist and
Garden Center delivery person..

Gory Murdock
to serve
as deliveryman
Gary Murdock, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Murdock, Rt. 4, serves as
delivery person- for
Shirley Florist atrd
Garden Center.
A senior at Calloway
County High School. Murdock also will have other
responsibilities at
Shirley.

Gladys Blackford, dealers across the counowner of the Blackford try. A spokesman for
House Gallery, 418 Main Frame House Gallery
St., received the Julep said Blackford House has
Cup award as the nation's made a contribution to its
Frame House Gallery community through extensive fund-raising efdealer of the year.
forts.
at
annual
the
Presented
important to this
Frame House Gallery,
message — there is joy Frame House Gallery
is publisher of
Louisville,
seminar,
dealer
and fun to be found in
fine
limited-edition
was
selected
Blackford
life...and Andy Dandytale
tells it all for Druther's from approximately 400 prints.
Restaurant!
Dandy Dinners
Druther's Andy Dandytale Dandy Dinners
come in four meal box
designs of Andy's friends.
The Dandy Dinners aril:
extensions of the Andy
Dandytale character.
The games, stories, and
Dandy prizes, all carry
out the story of Andy
traveling- about and
witnessirtg America.
The introductory meal
box designs are:
— Benjamin Franklin
— Andy's Friends In The
Old West
— River Flatboatman,
Mike Fink
— Paul Bunyan and Babe
The Blue Ox
The Dandy Dinners
consist of a-hamburger or
cheeseburger, french
fries, soft drink, and a
special Andy prize.
There will be introductory mass media support
for Andy Dandytale'sDandy Dinners.
BEST BUNNY — Chuck Hayden (left), Golden
Andy Dandytale will
Corral Family Steak House manager, helps Kelly
begin performing perMcDonald, 10, display this year's grand winning
sonal appearances in
Easter Bunny. The colorful rabbit earned $30 first
Druther's Restaurants
place. Other winners included ICirnmi Summers,8and lOcal community
12 runnerup; Andy Crouch, 1-7 winner; and Chris
events in May.
Roach,1-7 nmnerup.

Druther's spokesperson introduced
Druther's Restaurant
is introducing a new
children's advertising
program. It involves a
new chain spokesperson,
Andy Dandytale,and new
children's meal
packages, Druther's Dandy Dinners.
Andy Dandytale is
young — appears to be
about 20 years old — but
he's been around a long,
long time. He's a real person, but has stayed young
even though he knows
people who lived hundreds of years ago. The
character, Andy Dandytale, is the embodiment of folk and
historical Americana. He
has been witness to
everything that has happened in United States'
history — real and imagined. His friends include George
Washington, Sitting Bull,
Davy Crockett, Paul Bynyan and Johnny Applesee. He is also friends
with more recent,famous
figures in our country's
evolving history.
Over the, years, Andy
has traveled all over
America. The clothes he
wears reflect where he's
been and the time he was
there. He picked up his
hat when he visited the
Old West and met Buffalo

Bill. His jacket resembles
a Revolutionary War
Jacket, similar to the one
Washington wore when
Andy watched him cross
the Erelaware. His
overalls are like Paul Bunyan's (only a whole lot
smaller), and he wears
sturdy hiking boots so he
can keep walking the
country, meeting new
friends.
Andy,of course, travels
with a suitcase. Andy's
suitcase is covered with
decals of all the places
he's visited. It's a little
battered because he's
had it for so long, but he
keeps it with him always
because this special suitcase not only holds a lot of
memories, but lots of little Andy prizes for all his
new friends at Druther's
Restaurant.
Andy is a banjo-playing
troubadour. He loves to
sing, tell tall tales, and
travel around. Andy has
learned a lot over the
years — he knows:
— the best place to have a
good time and a great
meal is Druther's
Restaurant.
— his favorite people are
children.
— he loves to tell stories,
sing songs and talk about
the people he's met and
countries he's visited.

So — what better way is
there to spend his time
than in a Druther's
Restaurant, talking and
playing with children?
He wants to tell all the
kid he meets about Davy
Crockett, Rip Van
Winkle, and Betsy Ross.
Andy wants to teach
children all he's learned
while he visited so many
different places. And
that's exactly what he
does — so it's fun and
entertaining and
everyone can join in.
When Andy visits a
Druther's Restaurant,
he:
— Tells stories you may
not have heard before
about all the people
you've read about as part
of America's history.
— Sings simple songs,
while strumming his banjo, about these people and
himself.
— Plays simple games
which teach about different regions of
America.
Andy is friendly and
soft-spoken. He has lots of
homespun intelligence
and an elf's twinkle in his
eye.
There is a strong
educational aspect to this
character. But far more
important to this
character. But far more

GOLDEN
CORRAL
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To keep cool whire reducing your
air-conditioning costs:

TV4

West Ky. Rural Electric Coop. Corp. 70-5012

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our
kio Congratulations

T LL
'

•Set the thermostat no lower
than 78°.
•Turn the air-conditioner off if
you'll be gone for more than-a
day.
•teaVe stOrin WiridOvVS and
doors in place to increase
air-conditioner efficiency.

4

Shirley Garden Center
The Tailor Shop
Del Douglas
Charles S. Foster
Dan Farris
Dan Cunningham
Druther's Restaurant
GlachmBlackford
Kelly McDonald
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band council representative, 1979-81; Students
in Action for Education,
1979-40; and PO Club,
1978-81.
"I am ready to serve
the folks of Calloway
County and would enjoy
seeing everyone come
back to Shirley's," she
said.
Shirley Garden Center
has ample parking on Ash
Street. It carries a fullline of gardening, flower
beds, various fertilizers,
and home and garden
pesticidesby Security Co.
The garden center will
be open from a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through
Saturday. The phone
number is 753-3251.

GARDEN CENTER — Terry Wiser (left) and Charlotte "Charlie" Waddell
Williams are ready to serve customers in the Shirley Garden Center.

You can conserve energy without sweating out the summer.
Even though opening the windows is the greatest
energy-saving suggestion for cooling your house, its not the
only one.

•

ding MSU, he maisaged
the university
greenhouse for three
years. He also served as
president of the school's
horticulture club in 1979.
Wiser also took charge
of setting up and supervising displays for the
Future Farmers of
America Day at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center„..‹
"I'm happy to servi the
people of Calloway County and will be at Shirley
Garden Center to answer
any questions," he added.
Williams, wife of Terry
Williams of Lynn Grove,
is an alumnus of
Calloway County High
School. She studied vocational agriculture and
horticulture I and II from
Jamie Potts.
Her high school activities include
horticulture-floriculture
nursery identification
team field day at MSU,
first place; FFA
member; FFA chapter
farmer degree, 1979-81;
FFA member of the
month, January 1981,
FFA ,chapter sweetheart,
1981; editor-in-chief, The
Laker Review, 1980-81;
Laker Band, 197941, cap.tian, flag girls, 1980-81;

Gladys Blackford named
Frame House dealer of year

Save On Air-Conditioning Costs ko

•
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David, Art Jewell announce
reopening of garden center.

The Tailor Shop relocates

Del Douglas was guest
speaker at the annual
joint meeting of the Kentucky and Indiana
Chapters of the International Right of Way
Association Friday in
Clarksville.
Douglas' presentation
was- titled "Study of
Powerline Impact on Sale
and Utilization of Rural
Land." The data
presented evolved from a
seven-state market
analysis study and the in-

.

shop talk

•

Harold Osborne has a
motto about his business.
"The impossible we do
now. Miracles take a little longer."
Osborne, owner of The
Tailor Shop, which
recently relocated at the
corner of Dodson and Coldwater Road, does all
types of alternations and
some custom sewing.
"We do what the public
needs."
Open from 8 a.m. to 5

• 'S.'.
•
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BAND OUTDOORS
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by wade bourn

For Charles - Williams border lies seven miles to the eight pound range. It spawn, out of the main
the run down the river the south, Lake took a ten-pounder or bet- current in 3-5 feet of
through the rocks is a Cdmberland to the nor- ter to get him excited. water."
part of living, as much as thwest, coal mines on all But then the run fell
Cast retrieve. Cast,
his soul as the air that sides. It's a quiet town off..."
retrieve. Spells of silence
gives breath and the where the oldtimers stare
Again the guesses. are broken with tales of
blood that pumps when a curiously when a Water pollution from coal big fish that came from
big fish is on. He grew up stranger steps out of a mine runoff. Fish spawn- this rock or that shoal.
in these surrounding strange car.
ing in the lake instead of The boat drifts slowly
hills, tagging along with
For most of Williams' the headwaters. Silt. downstream, its movehis father who was legen- year it's business as Disease. Nobody ever ment retarded at chosen
dary for outwitting big usual, chain saws and really knew. ,
moments by the electric
walleyes. Come spring lawn mowers and plumbThen the stocking pro- hum of the trolling motor.
the big ones would swim ing supplies with an occa- grank.started in the early
Suddenly Williams has
up the Big South Fork, sional bass or deer trip 70's, and when a small a fish on, a heavy one.
and Charles and his dad thrown in on the side. But spawning run was There's little outward exwould return to catch when the -first good reestablished, biologists citement,just a cool playthem. Skills and secrets warm rains in February would shock up the ing of the fish and leading
and an appreciation for run into Lake females, trip them of it to the. net. A quick
the glory of running Cumberland, it triggers their eggs and take the scoop by Jack Jones lifts
water and fighting fish the spawning urge in the roe back to the hatchery
were passed from father walleyes, and they start where a near 100 percent
to son, and life was good.
moving up the head- hatch success could be
But then the fish disap-- waters." Then it's time assured. Then the fingerlp ea red , and so did for Charles Williams to ing walleye would be
Charles' father. Death return to the river,
taken back to the rivers
was responsible in the seThe rivercourse itself is and released.
cond case, hard to accept beautiful, as one might
May locals don't like it
Our water conditions
but at least explainable expect. Rough hills tower when the biologists come are improving slowly but
and understood. But over the water, which is to shock up the females. surely as the weather
nobody really knew why bordered by boulders and They call it "juicin'em," continues to remain
the fish left.. The spawn- logs. An occasional slab and they think the elec- warm.
ing runs up the Big South of limestone juts up from tric current spoils
This has been a major
Fork just started fizzling. the river's bottom, fore- fishing.
factor for several weeks
By the mid-1960's the ing the current to break
But Charles Williams now, with one cold front
once-famous run was on- and swirl, creating places disagrees. "I've never after another.
ly a memory,and the peo- where the walleye can felt that juidin'em
I know most of you are
ple who fished it were left wait hidden for a meal.
makes'em quit bitin'. interested in catching
only with guesses, why.
"The river's dangerous And besides, there's not a some slab crappie,,while
'Now the run is coming .to run if you dott3 know question in my mind but they are making their
-back, thanks to•an inten- it," Charles 'Williams what they're not respon- spawning run so I will try
sive stocking program by says "If,the 1,vater'ffrec,
o,-....sibIelptiat7-ging _these_ _:and keep you up to-date.
the Kentucky Depart- little and murky, you can fish back. I say let'em do
The crappie are trying
ment of Fish and Wildlife go right into a rock and all the juicin' they want to to move into the shallow
Resources. The walleye flip your boat over." But if it'll keep improving water areas and get
aren't as big or their Williams knows the safe things."
located before they
numbers as great, but route and we run at a fast
Williams and his spawn but the lake elevaeach new spring Charles speed upstream from the fishing buddy Jack Jones tion is still below the sumWilliams and his friends put-in spot at Alum. The like to cast big diving mer pool mark by two
witness the comeback, air is chilly as the sun plugs in toward the banks feet. This is causing a
and a happy time in their slips behind the hills. The in the last hour before sporatic movement. of
lives has returned. I went big walleye move up out, dark. They work the sorts that changes almost
there recently to share it of deep water close to spots below the shoals, daily.
with them.
whipping their baits long
dark.
You can find some
Williams runs the famiThe big walleye.,"Back,., distances with medium- crappie in 3-5 foot depths
ly hardware business in in the 50's when the run weight tackle and work- in almost every bay, not
Whitley City, nestled in was big, Any dad didn't ing them back quartering necessarily in the, brush
the southern hills of the think anything about with the current.
or treetops but close to it.
Daniel Boone National coming down here and
"We're after the big
However, many
Forest'. Tennessee's catching five or six fish in females," Williams huffs anglers are still having to
between casts. "They lay fish the deep dropoffs to
in the deep water during find any fish. Work one
the days, but they'll move area, then the other and
into the banks at night. you should catch a few
This is where they'll anyway.

a cloudy-eyed, pikelooking fish with a golden
sheen in the fading light.
Now Williams is excited,
and he holds the walleye
up to admire. It later
weighs six pounds on the
tackle store scales.
Then it's Jack Jones'
turn, and the scene is
replayed. The fight. The
coolness, the scoop with
the net, this time by
Williams. This fish later
goes four-and-a-half.
There are other strikes,
misses and one good fish
that gets off. But the catching, like the day, is
over, and it's time to go

home. Back down the
river with Williams steering through the rocks by
following the treeline. It's
too dark to see anything
straight ahead, but he's
got the safe route
memorized in relation to
the overhead silhouettes
of the hills.
I have to return to
Western Kentucky the
next morning, but
Charles Williams and
Jack Jones would be
back. That's because the
walleye are back. A piece
of this valley has returned, and the people are
glad.

BIG CATCH — Jerry Birdsong holds a sevenpound bass he caught on Ba ey's Black-Gold
Mighty Minnow on Barkley Lake April I.
„..

fishing tine

Missing Hill Resort
And Campground

Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-SS19 anytime.

ttitk
vow
SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

090

Mon.-Sat. 9:00-7:00
Sunday - Closed

7.'4'•-lca1neRon

mliGhLanbeg
,Ltouse

West Jefferson St., Cara, Ky.
Gracious Dining - Scottish Decor
Reservations Accepted at 522-3S30

LUNCH: Tues.-Sun. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
DINNER: Tues.-Sat. 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY NIGHTS & MONDAYS

fVeryone's Going To

Country Crossroads
in Hardin, Ky.

We At Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Invite
Everyone
To Stop By
And Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Garden Needs.
Bulk Seed
Fertilizer
Chemicals
Baby Chicks Available
Wed., Thurs. 1. Fri.

18'

NOW OPEN!

Hendon's BaitPoiCo.

MS.*Into Ism
•Minnows
*kip
*Stocks
: 753.0262.
Open 4:30 a.m.

by jerry maupin

The Murray Bait Com- ended up trying to catch
pany and Kenlake crappie on jigs.
Todd is a fine young
Marina have some of the
finest large shiner min- man of high_ calibre
nows I have ever seen. material with a lot of
They really do last if your fishing know how.
container is properly
We had to swap a few
cleaned.
tall tales as we each
By the way,the crappie demonstrated our fishing
eggs I have studied this skills and I must admit I
past week are still firm have to take a back seat.
and the blood vessels are
Todd repeatedly gist
swollen but intact.
If one was to make a into good brush piles and
guess of two Astoks_untik, _ ught...Aome
-ea , war outhss,
spawning begins, he
green sunfish, and crapwould be close.
I fished one afternoon pie, (small) after telling
with Todd Bradshaw and me he could do it! He is
really had a good time. OK though.
We tried to bass fish when
I met another All
the wind was a good 30 American outdoor faraiy
knots from the west and Thursday and enjoyed

every minute I was with They all were perfect
them. David, Kathy, company both in the boat
Jonathan and Tamara and on shore.
Hunt came over from
We kept 21 fish all
Bowling green to crappie together but lost at least
fish with me. We tried that many more. Now I
several places, fighting have to tell you, Jonathan
the wind most of the time was the big fish fisherand caught some very man for the day. He landnice fish.
ed three crappie (13/4-2)
As I mentioned before, pounds each all by
the crappie were spora tic himself and he doesn't
in their feeding and scat-- -Weigh 50 pounds soaking
tered along the usually wet!
gootlikornd treetops.
They learned to bait
This was our first their own hooks because
meeting but it won't be they wanted to!
the last, unless the lakes
I really do believe this
dry up! I have met some well family displayed the true
mannered children in my outdoor Ainerican
time but never as nice as character!
Happy Fishing!
Tamara and Jonathan.

Camping available

Coonhounds qualify
foK national meeting
Two other hounds also
MARSHALL, ILL. —
Three more of the na- qualified. Second was
tion's leading coonhounds worth $1,100 to J.C. Ellis,
have qualified for the Na- Dardenelle, Ark., with
tional Championship in treeing Walker, Lead,
handled by Bill Jelly,
Murray,Oct. 26-30.
It isn't easy winning Flora, Ill. Third place
first place in a Profes- and 8750 went to Ralph
sional Coonhunters Reutherford Jr.,
Association tour hunt and Franklin, Ill., with
Dr. Robert F. Jacox, Ed- English hound Pete,
wardsville, Ill., knew handled by Ralph
that. However, he Reutherford Sr.
predicted at the beginnReutherford took first
ing of the season in place at the PCA hunt at
January that he would Tuscaloosa, All., last
get rid of the bridesmaid month, becoming the
label he picked up last PCA's point leader for
year.
1982 with five cast wins.
Jacox' black and tan
Next major event of the
hound, Little Jim, handled by Rick Morris, won PCA tour will be the
the Marshall, Ill., hunt to Liberty, Ind., hunt, April
make the prediction 16-17.
Included in that field
come true.
will
be two-time and curFirst place was worth
$2,100, but maybe more rent National Champion
important it gave Little Kentucky River Demon,
Jim automatic qualifica- owned by Russ Beller,
tion for the $40,000 PCA Peru, Ind. Wayne Green,
Stryker.
National.

641 Super Shell

GATLINBURG, Tenn.
(AP) — Three of the 10
Great Smoky Mountains
National Park camping
areas available for computer reservations during
the World's Fair are 30
percent booked for May,
a ranger says.
Jerry Hobbs, assistant'
chief ranger, said 4,400
reservations through the
nationwide Ticketron
system were received in
the past two weeks.
He said ebout half the
park's 10,000 campsites
are available in the three
areas — Elkmont, Cades
Cove and Smokemont.
One-night rentals cost ;6,
with a $2 Ticketron reser-

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Where "Service Is Our Business
.orgreall

11:1

1
.77.
.
01 41.4
l
o
.
emeem

Nt a°bli

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

vation fee, Hobbs said.
The park's Gatlinburg
entrance is about 35 miles
south of Knoxville, site of
the fair, which opens May
1
Fair promoters expect
about 60,000 daily visitors
to the 72-acre site near
the University of Tennessee campus and 10.6
million visitors are expected at the park during
the fair.
Seven other Smoky
campgrounds are not
covered by the Ticketron
reservation system and
Hobbs said those sites
will be rented nightly on a
first-come, first-served
basis.

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covere
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Nordin(SO2)474-7245 or 474-2211 Ext. 171

zoo
There is a difference! Ask your
neighbors about us.

KEY AUTO
PARTS
BUYER• SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE I AUTO PARIS

,Buchanan Feed
75.3-5378
ludo:trio! Rd.
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•TRANSMISSIONS
'BOMAR ENDS
•STARTERS•DOORS
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Morro*, Ky.
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Americans love water
Americans love water.
We use more of it than
any other nation in the
world. We spend vast
sums to create it, protect
it, and play in it. And we
have ample amounts of
water to sustain our enthusiam if we take care of
it.
In an effort to visualize
the future of water as a
recreation source for
America, Mercury Outboards' boating department has some observations about the role of
boating in the overall outdoor recreation picture.
Boating is one of the
most versatile forms of
recreation transportation
that exists. No other
single piece of equipment,
offers the chance for so

CALLOWAY COUNTY Colts and Fillies 4-H Club attended Multi-Area Horse
Judging Clinic at Smithland March 13. Pictured,left to right,front row, Marilyn
Lewellyn, assistant leader, Martha Ryan, leader, Paulette Wilferd, Bernice
Wilferd,Paula Palmer,second row, Amanda Cathey, Jennifer Garland, Kriesta
Gaines,Sabrina Kirk, Lydia Cathey, Leslie Banks, Mary K. Hartley, third row,
Robert Garland, Lisa Lewellyn, Kim Twigg, Steve Burton,-Jill Rowland, Lisa
Overcast, David Sheppard, Charles Palmer and Tony Sheppard. Not pictured is
Tom Lewellyn,assistant leader.
”.•
i;1 0411100;

Kentucky attracting
wintering bald eagles
Crappie tournament
winners announced

-

The Trigg County Crappie Tournament at Cadiz,
Kentucky, has just finished its first week of the
junior division. Those
winning weekly prizes for
the largest fish caught
were: First prize - Wayne
Dassel 7/
1
2.years old,
Lvareille, IN, 2.1b. 21/2
_17 in., Zeb.co Reel; second prize, MOO-McIntire, Johnston City, IL., 1
lb., 8 oz., 141
/
4 in, T-Shirt;
third prize - Andrea
McIntire, Johnston City,
IL, 1 lb., 8 oz., 13 1/16 in.,
cap; fourth prize - Mike
Neff, East Moline, IL., 1
lb., 5 oz., 13 in., cap; fifth
prize - Andrew Watson,
Evansville,IN., 1 lb., 121
/
2
in., cap; sixth prize -John
Hudelson, Cadiz, KY, 8
oz., 101
/
2 in.,fish scale.
In the adult division
this week's winnets
were: First prize - Larry
Denton, Evansville,IN., 2
lb., 12 oz., 161
/
2 in., rental
of boat and motor for five
consecutive days,
Rockcastle- General
Store; second prize - Winnie Head, Owensboro,
KY., 2 lb., 10 oz., 16 in.,
$50 gift certificate, Round
Oak Leather; third prize Robert Scott, ProvidenQe, KY., 2 lb., 9 oz.,
16 in., large Pepsi cooler;
fourth prize -Glenn Fagg,
Auburn, KY., 2 lb., 5 oz.,
16 in., Coca Cola cooler;
fifth prize - Gloria Halbig,
Evansville, IN., 2 lb., 2
oz., 1514 in., 16 in. pizza
and two medium drinks,
Wildcat Den, Cadiz; sixth
prize - Raymond Jones,
Ligonier, IN., 2 lb., 1 oz.,
15 in., duffel bag, Streets

Dept. Store, Cadiz;
seventh prize - Mallie
Peters, Cadiz, KY., 1 lb.,
14 oz., 15 in., catfish dinner, Cadiz Restaurant;
eighth prize - Bill avington, Clarksville, TN., 1
lb., 14 oz., 15 in., Tournament T-shirt and cap;
ninth prize - James Siddens, Glasgow„KY., 1 lb.,
H1
/
4 in., steak dinn e r , Hamtoln
Restaurant; tenth prize William Laffoon,
Madisonville, KY., 1 lb.,
12 oz., 15 in., cap,
Hopkinsville Electric
Motor; eleventh prize Tommy Crouch, Murray,
KY., 1 lb., 12 oz., 141
/
2 in.,
gift certificate, B de B
Foods, Cadiz; twelfth
prize - Carl Ray Summers,Cadiz, KY., 1 lb., 10
oz., 141
/
2 in., Pepsi Tshirt; thirteenth prize Clois Puckett, Hardin,
KY., 1 lb., 10 oz., 14'4 oz.
bag Lays' potato chips.
There have now been 20
tagged fish turned in and
these are in the drawing
for the grand prizes on
May 31. Those turning in
tags last week were:
Ricky Cunningham,
Grand Rivers, KY.; Bill
Covington, Clarksville,
TN.; Clarence Covington,
Guthrie, KY.; and Larry
Long, Olmstead,KY.
The tournament, sponsored by the West Trigg
County Economic
Development Corporation, is continuing until
the end of May. If you
want more information,
write: CRAPPIE TOURNAMENT, P. 0. Box
1011, Cadiz, KY 42211 or
call(502)522-6855.

The results of last
January's eagle show
that Kentucky is attracting more and more
wintering bald eagles
each year, says Jim
Durell, an assistant
director of wildlife with
the Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources
and the coordinator of the
state eagle cont.
"Our observers
counted 141 bald eagles
this year," Durell says,
"and this is an significant
increase from the 105
counted last year."
Since the nationwide
eagle population is up only slightly,4he big jump
in Kentucky eagles probablyNneans that more
and more of these birds
are choosing to winter
here rather than
wherever they've been
going, Durell says.
By now, many of the
eagles that spent the
winter in Kentucky have
moved out, according to
Durell, and by summer
almost all will be gone.
Most of them probably
spend the summers in the
Great Lakes region and
move south when lakes
start to freeze over there.
The largest concentration of eagles was on the
Ballard Wildlife Area in
-far western Kentucky,
where 43 were sighted.
Next in numbers of
eagles was Land Between
the Lakes, with 17.
In Eastern Kentucky,
the biggest concentration
is in the Dale HollowCumberland region,
where 24 eagles were
counted. One bird was
spotted at the Minor
Clark Fish Hatchery at
Cave Run Lake, the
eastern-most eagle in the
count.
As far as can be deter-

mined, no eagles have
nested in Kentucky in recent times, although this
situation might change in
the next few years.
Biologists at Land Between the Lakes are in the
third year of a program
which could establish a
breeding population in
the state.
The process, called
"hacking," involves raising young eagles in an
enclosed, elevated platform with minimal contact with humans. When
the 'young birds are
capable of flight, they are
released and if altgoes
according to. plan will
return to the same area to
breed when they mature.
So far, five eagles have
been "hacked" in this
manner overikie last two
years. But since it takes
an eagle five years to
mature, we won't know
for al least another three
years if these particular
eagles will return and
nest in Kentucky.
Eagles are, of course,
strictly proteqed by both
state and federal laws, as
are all hawks, owls and
other birds of prey.
Populations of many of
these birds (particularly
fish eating ones like
eagles and ospreys)
reached critically low
levels before DDT and
other similar pesticides
were banned in this country, but now populations
are on the rise.'

%=.

much diversified outdoor
activity.
Fishing comes to mind
first. There are more
than 35 million anglers in
America and the number
grows each year. Not all
of them have a boat, of
course, but millions of
them use one, and they
fish often.
Other recreation activities that are possible
or are enhanced by the
use of a boat include
water skiing, nature
observation, lake and
stream camping, picnicking, cruising, swimming,
scuba diving, snorkeling,

DOVER, Tenn.(AP) —
Two Stewart County men
convicted in Tennessee
and Kentucky of hunting
deer out of season have
been fined more than
$1,000 each and sentenced
to a year in jail.
Ged Petit, spokesman
for the Tennessee
Wildlife Resources Agency, said James Wolfe and

•••
••••

Frankfort, Ky., — The
return of spring weather
has caused fishing conditions to improved greatly
across Kentucky, with
crappie ready to make
their spring spawning
"runs" at several lakes.
The lake-by-lake rundown, as reported by fish
and wildlife conservation
officers:
Kentucky: Crappie
good to excellent over
shallow cover (3-4 feet
deep); in tailwaters, catfish and crappie good;
clear to murky, rising,
11
/
2 feet below summer
pool and 55 degrees.
Barkley: Crappie good
over drop offs (8-12 feet
deep); in tailwaters,
crappie and white bass
fair; murky, rising, 11
/
2
feet below summer pool
and 55 degrees.
Barren: Crappie fair to
good over drop offs in
main lake (8-10 feet
deep); black bass good
casting crankbaits off
points; clear to murky
rising, 31
/
2 feet below
summer pool and 54
degrees.
Nolin: Crappie fair in
lower lake over submerged cover ( 10-12 feet
deep); black bass fair
casting crank baits and
spinner baits off rocky
banks and points and in
creek channels; bluegill
fair in coves; in headwaters, white bass and
crappie fair; clear to
murky to muddy, rising,
five feet below summer

pool and 59 degrees.
Rough River: Crappie
slow over submerged
cover (10-12 feet deep); in
tailwaters, crappie fair;
dear to murky to muddy,
rising, six • feet- below
summer pool and 59
degrees.
_ Green: _Crappie_ good
over submerged cover(510 feet deep); black bass
fair casting crank baits
off points and steep
banks; clear to murky,
rising slowly, 51
/
2 feet
below summer pool and
51 degrees.
Herrington: Crappie
good casting jigs in
creeks (5-8 feet deep);
black bass good casting
spinnet baits in coves and
on jigs in headwaters;
hybrid rockfish fair to
good in lower lake; clear
to murky, rising slowly,
at summer pool and 57
degrees.
Cumberland: Crappie
very good in lower lake
along stick ups and
shoreline brush (4-5 feet
deep) and fair in upper
lake 4-10 feet deep over
submerged cover; black
bass fair to good on spinner baits and-prank baits
in coves and over edges of
drop offs; white bass and
sauger fair in South
Fork; in tailwaters, trout
fair, walleye slow; clear
to murky, stable at four
feet below timberline and
57 degrees.
Dale Hollow: Crappie
fair in willow bushes (3-4
feet deep); white bass

fair in tributaries on spinners and jigs; clear,
stable at one foot below
normal pool and 59
degrees.
Laurel: Trout good still
fishing worms, cheese
and corn off steep banks;
black bass good on crank
baits and spinner baits in
coves and off •points;
clear, stable at one foot
below power pool and 58
degrees.
Cave Run: Musty fair
in coves casting spinner
baits; crappie slow over
submerged cover; black
bass fair casting spinner
baits off points; clear to
murky, stalbe at one foot
above winter pool and 54
degrees.
Buckhorn: Crappie fair
over submerged cover

and around stick ups (5-10'
feet deep); clear to
murky to muddy, rising,
11 feet above winter pool
and 60 degrees.
Grayson: Crappie fair
over submerged cover (56 feet deep); black bass
slow casting crank baits
off points; murky, stable
at Summer pool and 55
degrees.
Dewey: Crappie slow
over submerged cover; in
tailwaters, trout fair;
muddy,stable at summer
pool and 59 degrees.
Fishtrap: crappie slow
over submerged cover
and around stick ups (1012 feet deep); in
tailwaters, trout fair;
clear, rising, 18 feet
above winter pool and 58
degrees.

Crickets named winners
If awards were given
for being the first to announce spring, crickets
would be the winners
every year. But they
aren't the only creatures
which tell the good news.
Over much of the country, after a winter of dormancy and silence, many
of the animals which inhabit lake and stream
banks shout to the world
that they have awakened.
It's interesting to listen
to the voices of spring and
try to identify them. Even
more fun, say Mercury
Outboards' outdoor
recreation staff, is to look
for the frogs, birds and in-

sects that you hear. Finding them is an educational experience and a
unique way to enjoy an
outing on a nearby
stream or lake.
Peeper frogs are
always sounding-off in
spring. You'll hear them
from early morning until
after dark, trying to attract mates with their
chick-like peeps.
Another spring sound
are the chorus frogs.
They start to call about
the same time as the
peepers, but their sound
is more of an extended
"prrreep."

*Delicious Fish
*Homemade Desserts'
*Plate Lunches Dinners
'Breakfast Served Anytime

One Entire
3

Wall Of
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Chicken /3 Dressing, 3
Vegetables, Tea
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Bread DessertCoffee,

Hwy
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54-6192
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Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Foster's.

Levi Jeans
mr_ns '15.95
Women s '23.95
8, Misses
Students 14.95
Children's s I 2's

*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service
f

J.C. Pontoons
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Open9AM 9PM Dolly
I PM lob P.M Sunday

R 2 Buchanan Teem (90T)7374721

•

Open 7Days A Week
4 a.m.-6 p.m.

0

Serving The Lakek For 30 Years
1111:72:fast
a
Phone
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-79-5693
- mac Am Ask me(Nagowat 76111k

A judge in Kentucky
convicted Wolfe and
Francis on similar
charges, fined them
$1,000.apiece and ordered
one-year jail terms. He
also confiscated Wolfe's
1979 pickup truck and
turned the vehicle over to
the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.

Olympic Plan

Sunday Dinner

•
Retail:
For All Your Fishing Needs

General Session Court
Judge Ira Atkins of Dover
convicted the pair of hunting, possession of and
transporting deer during
a closed season. He fined
theni $100 apiece and $72
court costs, revoked their
Tennessee hunting
privileges for a year and
confiscated a hunting rifle and other equipment.

Spring weather improves local fishing

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE
••••

oWholesale

Donald Francis were arrested March 15 after
wildlife agents found
three venison hindquarters in their pickup
truck. The remains of two
deer were found in a field
in Stewart County and a
third deer's remains
were found in neighboring Trigg County, Ky.,
Petit said Wednesday.

•

•

Murray Bad Co.

RICKY CROUCH shows the 80 crappie he
while fishing on Kentucky Lake on April 8Zit
photograph taken by Murray Bait Co.

Two men convicted on deer charges

ARQUITA'S
PLACE

—
1L
rkkkti
k

and in the case of larger
boats, partying aboard.
Boating continues to be
a major form of outdoor
fun because when compared to other recreation
equipment, a boat is an
economical vehicle that
opens the door to a variety of things to do. Best of
all, it is possible to enjoy
the many boating-related
activities anywhere in the
country. Lakes, streams,
and saltwater harbors
are available to almost
everyone, and most are
within an easy drive of
major population
centers.
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Happy Holiday Travel,Inc
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147 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
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Take 94 Lost out of Murray
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Jim Fain's Shelter Insurance
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Serving Those
Famous Fish Dinners
Hwy.611& 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-SatA:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
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OVC championship decided today

Two Racers gain singles finals

•

By Jim Rector
action, the Racers won
Sports Editor
four of six singles matAfter two rounds of ches, yet only two players
singles play in the Ohio ,advanced through the seValley Conference cond round to the finals.
women's tennis chamApril Horning, a surpionships, Middle Ten- prise survivor at No.1 for
nessee, Morehead State the Racers, clobbered
and Murray State Muge Ozgenel of Western
established themselve,s Kentucky, 6-1, 6-1; then
as the league frontrun- upset Morehead's Helen
ners.
Curtis,6-3,6-3.
Defending champion
Today Horning- and
Morehead hugged second Laura Martin of Middle
place with 18 points, four Tennessee were paired in
behind the leading Blue the final bracket.
Raiders' 22. Host Murray
Jorunn Eid, a consisState nailed down third tent force for the Racers
place with 12.
at the No.3 slot, trimmed
Although rain Eastern Kentucky's
prevented play on the Paula Castro, 6-1, 7-6;
Murray outdoor courts and dropped Susan ArFriday, the OVC tourna- thur of Tennessee Tech,
ment was moved to the 6-0, 6-2, to earn a finals
indoor facilities at berth. Eid's opponent for
Kenlake Tennis Center the No.3 title will be
where the remainder of Carolyn New'green of
the tournament matches Middle Tennessee.
were to be played today.
In the toughest match
The move indoors of the tournament's
delayed the opening mat- singles competition, Murches by two and a half ray State's Carla Amhours and first round brico was upset by Jeandoubles play was still be- nie Circle of Morehead.
ing conducted as late as
Ambrico, the defending
10 p.m. Friday night.
OVC titlist in the NO.4
In first round singles slot, was nipped 7-6 in the

VISITING DIGNITARY - Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner
Jim
Delany (center) was on hand for the opening rounds of the
conference's
women's tennis championships at the Kenlake Tennis Center, Friday.
Standing above Delany is Murray State women's tennis coach Nita Head.
The pair
were watching a match between MSU's Jorunn Eid and Paula
Castro of
Eastern Kentucky from the balcony above the indoor courts.
staff photo by Jim Rector

first set and trailed 5-2 in No.5 singles as she
the second. She fought a defeated Tennessee
gallant comeback, tying Tech's Tina Killgore, but
the second set at 5-5, yet fell to Sally Birch of
Circle took the final ad- Morehead, 3-6, 6-4, 6-2.
vantage,7-5.
Kathy Outland, the
In No.2 singles, Sherryl Racers' No.6 entry, was
Rouse claimed two points ousted 6-2, 7-5, by Eastern
for the Racers by Kentucky's Fran Watson
defeating WKU's Amy in the opening round.
Team points for the
Wheeler, 6-3, 6-0, but she
was eliminated in the se- OVC tournament are
cond round by Pam determined by victories
Haskin of Middle Ten- in each of the three
rounds. Two points are
nessee,6-2,6-3.
awarded to winners in
It took three sets to both the first and
second
eliminate Cheri Simmons rounds and three
points
in the second round of the are credited to the
winner

of a final round.
Morehead State,
posting a 17-1 season
mark, was favored to
repeat as the OVC champion. Middle Tennessee,
although 13-11 overall,
was the only undefeated
team (7-0) in conference
play.
Host Murray State
entered the tournament
20-11 with a 5-3 league
mark.
Singles and doubles
championships will be
determined today at the
Kenlake Tennis Center.

'Cat-Cardinal contest possIbfe in Tip-Off
LEXINGTON, Ky.
AP ) - Kentucky Coach
Joe Hall said he would•
have "no objection" to
playing intrastate rival
Louisville in the basktball
Hall of Fame Tip-Off
Classic next November.,
Hall, who has been accused in the past of ducking Louisville, stopped
short of relishing the
idea, but didn't dismiss it
outright.
"I have no say-so about
who we: would play" in
the Nov.20 game at Springfield, Mass., he said,
then added: "I have no

objection to anyone they
would say."
The Lexington Leader,
quoting the chairman of
the Tip-Off Classic executive committee, said
Friday that a KentuckyLouisville matchup was

"receiving very strong
consideration."
But the chairman, Milt
Piepul, said the committee also was taking a hard
look at three other possible pairings, including
Kentucky against

A Family Investment
In The Future!
By Wet Hofizons Unlimited, Inc.

Georgetown, this year's
National Collegiate
• Athletic Association
runner-up.
Other games under
consideration were North,
Carolina vs. Georgetown
- a rematch of last month's NCAA championship
game - and Indiana
against an unspecified
opponent.
The Tip-Off Classic
benefits the Naismith
Hall of Fame in Springfield. It has opened
each college basketball
season since Kentucky,
then the defending NCAA
champion, lost 82-76 in
overtime to Duke in
November 1979.
The Leader quoted
Kentucky Athletic Director Cliff Hagan as saying
he and Hall suggested a

Kentucky-Louisville
match because -we
thought the game might
be of some interest."
Hagan was unavailable
for commenPFriday. His
secretary said Hagan
was in an all-day meeting
off campus, but she did
TWO DOWN,ONE TOGO-Jorunn Eid, playing at No.3 singles for Murray
not know where it was beState,appears to be counting the matches she needs to reach the final
round of
ing held.
the Ohio Valley Conference tournament. Eid advanced to the final
round, toHall said the report
day at Kenlake Tennis Center, where she'll meet Middle Tennessee's Carolyn
that he and Hagan sugNewgreen for the title.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
gested Louisville as the
Wildcats' opponent was
"all out of proportion."
-The Hall of Fame contacted us about a month
ago to see if we'd be
receptive to a game," he
to advance to the Calloway County
said.
semifinals of the $200,000 Baseball Association
"We're happy to play in
Pacific Southwest Open.
summer program
it," Hall said. "It's for the
In other action, Victor meeting.
good of the Hall of Fame
LOS ANGELES (AP) Amaya outlasted Martin
The MCCBA includes
and, of course, we played - Jimmy Connors down- Davis 6-7, 7-6, 6-4;
Mel
in the inaugural game." ed Tim Gullikson 6-3, 7-6 Purcell advanced with a Junior and Senior Babe
Ruth, Little League, Ken6-4, 1-6, 6-1 victory over tucky League, Park
Bruce Manson; . and League and T-Ball
Brian Teacher beat Gene organizations.
Mayer 7-6, 4-6, 7-5.
The meeting, conducted at Calloway CounHOUSTON (AP) - ity High School, will begin
Ivan Lendl of at 7 p.m. All current MCCzechoslovakia rallied to CBA board members are
a 7-5, 6-2 victory over Ed- expected to attend.
die Dibbs to advance to
the semifinals of the
$300,000 WCT TournaThe SNAPPER riding lawn
Options like the rear mounted
ment.
mower has earned its reputagrass catcher,Thatcherizer,
tion for superior power and
front dozer blade, front load
RANCHO LA COSTA,
performance. Heavy gauge
carrier and the new front
Calif. (AP)- Tom Watsteel components and the ex- mounted two stage snowson posted a 4-under-par
clusive drive system with
thrower offer four season ver68 for a 137 total and
sealed chains and gears make satility. Year round, SNAPPER
Want to be involved in vaulted into a one-sho
t
the rider tough and durable.
the city baseball pro- lead in the second round
riding mowers set the standard
On-the-go shifting, easy
gram?
of excellence
of the $350,41 MONYheight adjustment, quick refor lawn
Got a beef? A sugges- Tournament of Chamsponse steering and a rearmachines.
tion?
'pions.
mounted engine give the drivMonday anyone and
Peter Oosterhuis held
er unmatched convenience.
everyone will be given second at 138 after a see
the opportunity to air cond round 66, the best eftheir views at the Murray fort of the tournament.

Sports at a glance

Purcell
advances

SNAPPER'S STANDARD
RIDER IS THE STANDARD
OF EXCELLENCE

Watson
leads MONY

Baseball
meeting set

SNAPPER

Wet Horizons Unlimited Inc.
Custom Concrete Gunite
Swimming Pools & Spas

Sponsored
By
Calloway
County
Nigh
Athletic
Boosters

Unique Custom Design & Engineering
Superior Excellence Of Consistent Quality

•

Construction
Residential
Commercial
Features: Concrete Gunite Construction, Tile Top,
Terazzo Interior, The Finest Pump, Motor, Filter,
Walk-In Steps, Cantilever Deck, Never Needs Painting.
Backed By Thirty Years Of Pool Building Expertise Of
"T.O." Taylor Native of Murray, Ky.
Call 753-5273

Genre! Admission Tickets $4.00
Ringside Tickets $5.00
Only Ringside Sold la Advance At Dennisea and.
Nest, Peeples lank end Callaway Comity Beard
Office.
••*MAIN EVENT*••
--------ki
•
- Sweet Brown Seger &
loOlrf hies W/Jim Hort
STAN LANE IL ROY ROCAS

We Have Parts & Service
After The Sole
-

John Parker
Moodier N.S.P.I.
Local Bonk Financing Available
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Norwegian Waitz heads women's list

Rookie to Boston favored in marathon

BOSTON (AP)- World record holder Alberto
Salazar, unbeaten at the distante, runs in his first
Boston Marathon Monday as a strong favorite in an
unexceptional field.
Only three of the world's top 10 rated
marathoners have entered the 86th annual classic
that has drawn 7,603 runners. Japan's Toshihiko
Seko, who set a course record of 2:09.26 last year,is
bypassing the event.
Interest will focus on a confrontation between the
young and the old -the 23-year-old Salazar, who is
running only his third 26-mile, 385-yard race, and
the 34-year-old Bill Rodgers, a four-time winner of
his hometown test of speed and endurance.
"There's world record potential for both men's
and women's races," said Rodgers, who finished
fifth in the 1980 New York City Marathon won by
Salazar. "I think the women's field is the best one
ever in the 12 years it's been an official entry in the
Boston Marathon. It may be the best of any
marathon."
The women's race is headed by Grete Waitz of
Norway, another runner who competes in
marathons infrequently but successfully. She has
been in just four, winning the New York City
Marathon in 1978, 1979 and 1980.
Weitz dropped out with an injury in the middle of
last year's New York City Marathon, won by Allison
Roe of New Zealand in a world-record time of
2:25.29. Roe, who set a course record of 2:26.45 in
the 1981 Boston Marathon, is not competing here
this year.
The course winds from Hopkinton, west of
Boston, to The Prudential Insurance Co. tower in

the city. It may be the last time that route is used.
Prudential, the race's major sponsor for 16 years,
is withdrawing after this year to protest efforts to
commercialize the marathon. Race director Will
Cloney said the current finish line is "ideal" but
probably will be changed next year..
Marathon officials also are considering changing
the race day from the traditional Patriots'Day holiday, a Monday,to a Sunday to attract better television coverage. Hopkinton officials, concerned with
the impact such a change wouldhave on church services,are reviewing the matter.
Rodgers, the world's seventh-ranked
marathoner, and Dick Beardsley, of Rush City,
Minn., rated ninth, have the best shots at upsetting
Salazar, a former resident of suburban Wayland,
Mass.
But Rodgers, third here a year ago, is not high on
his chances. He says he is not in peak condition and
has felt tired in recent races.
Salazar, who set his world record of 2:08.13 last
October in his second consecutive New York victory, is coming off a strong performance April 10 in
a 10,000-meter race in Eugene,Ore.
Henry Rono won in 27:29.9, but Salazar was right
behind with a 27:30.0 clocking that wis just 84100ths of a second behind Craig Virgin's American
record.
-"I ran so well. I'm sure ready for a good
marathon,"Salazar said after the race.
Rodgers agrees.
"Hell have to put out an effort to win, but I think
he is so fit that, to me, it seems he's a strong
favorite," said Rodgers."I think I'm just one of the
other runners out there."

• Rodgers finished fifth in the Houston Marath
on
Jan. Z4, then sagged to 34th in a marathon in
a week later. He was in a marathon in Seoul,Tokyo
Kotea on March 28 but said he didn't run with South
great
determination.
Beardsley, 26, tied for first with a time of
in last year's Lontion Marathon. His 2:09.372:11.48
last June 20 in Duluth, Minn., was the secondfinish
best
by an American in 1981, behind Salazar.

Rodgers, who won the Boston Marathon in 1975,
1978, 1979 and 1980, and Neil Cusack of Ireland, the
1974 champion,are the only previous winners returning for the men's race. John Lodwick, who came
fourth last year, and Ron Tabb, the third-place\
finisher in 1980, also have entered. .
Virgin, last year's runnerup, is sidelined with a
kidney ailmept.
The strongest challenges to Waitz in the women's
competition are expected from Charlotte Teske of
West Germany, Lorraine Moller of New Zealand
and Jacqueline Gareau of Canada.
Patti Catalano of West Roxbury, Mass., rurinerup
the last three years,is not running.
Teske won the Orange Bowl Marathon Jan. 20 in
2:29.01. Moller, ranked second,captured last June's
Grandma's Marathon in 2:29.37 and says, "I think
my endurance is better than Grete's." Gareau won
here in 1980.
Customary competitions will take place among
wheelchair entrants and in the master's category.
Another fixture, 74-year-old John A. Kelley, will
wear No.51 in his 51st Boston Marathon.
For the first time, blind runners will take part,
accompanied by sighted guides.

Wimbledon offer
doesn't sway Borg
TOKYO (AP) - Five- tournaments over 12
time Wimbledon cham- months between April 1,
pion Bjorn Borg said to- 1982, and March 31, 1913.
day he will not play in the
Borg has entered seven
prestigious British tennis Grand Prix events this
tournament this year year and the compromise
because he must go would enable him to get
through the qualifying in the rest early next
process.
year.
"I will not play in the
A statement from the
Wimbledon this year club, signed by the chairbecause I have to go man Sir Brian Burnett,
through the qualifying said: "Despite much pertournament," the suasion on the part of Sir
Sewdish star said at news Brian that it would be in
conference in Tokyo.
the best interests of the
game
as well as Borg
British tennis officials
said Thursday that they himself, Borg felt unable
were willing to bend the to accept in principle
rules in an effort to woo even this reasonable
Borg. But Borg refused to compromise.
"Wimbledon still hopes
accept a plan which
would have circumvented that Bjorn Borg will acthe Pro Tennis Council's cept the system."
Borg's alternative, if he
regulation requiring him
to qualify this year for is to play at Wimbledon,
would be to qualify at a
Wimbledon.
tournament in a small
The problem centers on club at Roehampton the
Borg's refusal to play in previous week.
the stipulated minimum
Borg faces the same
of 10 Grand Prix tour- qualifying requirement
naments in 1982. He was for the seven tourtold he could spread those naments he has entered,
and also would have- to
qualify to defend his title
in the French Open and to
enter the U.S. Open in
September, a tournament
he has yet to win. He has
hinted he will not defend
his title in the French
timistic about it. The first Open, which he has won
time I take a hit, I'll get six times.
right up and return t6 the
Burnett went to Monte
huddle."
-Carlo two weeks ago to
Nehemiah said .he has talk to the Professional
no regrets aboutleaving Tennis Council and
to •
track and nei longer at- Borg-himself. He clearly
taches as
im- was disappointed Sy
portance to the Olympics 'Borg's refusal to comas he once did.
promise.
"I would have won the
Borg also said he -will
Olympics (in 1980)," he
not
compete in the
said. "I still understand
the Olympic concept and French Open, and is
still support it. But I'm undecided about parnot going to value my ticipating in the U.S.
career and my ability on Open.
Borg is in Japan to play
one race."
Nehemiah lost his in the $250,000 Suntory
chance at an Olympic Cup tournament, an unofgold medal when the ficial four-man event
United States boycotted with America's Vincent
the 1980 Summer Olym- Van Patten, American
lilts in Moscow because John McEnroe and
of the Soviet intervention Argentinian Guillermo
Vilas.
in Afghanistan.

Nehemiah tires of track,
makes new bid in football
LOVE TAP - Eileen
Cooney (right) gives her
boxing son Gerry a
re. playful punch-on the-chin-,
during a break in his
training for the June 11
heavyweight bout with
Larry Holmes. Cooney
was expected to fight
Holmes this spring, but
he injured a shoulder and
the fight was postponed.
The heavyweight contender says his shoulder
is now completely healed
and he's ready to
challenge Holmes for the
title.
AP Laserphoto
.1

SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) - World record
hurdler- Renaldo
Nehemiah gave. up what
he an'
aind hTs
"ultimate goal" - the
Olympic Games - and
signed a four-year,
$500,000-plus contract
Friday with the Super
Bowl champion San
Francisco 49ers.
Nehemiah, 23, hasn't
played football since he
was a wishbone quarterback in high school more
than five years ago. But
49ers Coach Bill Walsh
believes he can groom the
versatile speedster into a
wide receiver and kick
returner.
"We realize he has
been out of organized
football for several years,
but he looks like a football

e

player," Walsh said.w"He
caught every type (of)
pass thrown him when he
worked .out, all& he has
the instinctive, _ intuitive
moves of a 'football
player. I'm sure much of
that comes from having
been a quarterback."
The only man ever to
run the 110-high hurdles
in less than 13 seconds
112.93), Nehemiah will be
the fastest runner in the
National Football
League. The 49ers are
gambling a guaranteed
signing bonus of about
$100,000 that the 6-1, 177pound Nehemiah will be
able to take the punishment of pro football.
"That's part of the
game that everyone has
to come up against,"
Nehemiah said. "I'm op-

Chevrolet

Getting ready
to be given away?

SCOREBOARD
Pro baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Divides
WI. Pet. GB
Cleveland
33
500 New York
3
3
NO
Toronto
4
4
.550
Milwaukee
3
4
429
'4
Detroit
5
3
375
1
Baltimore
2
4
333
1
Bostoe
2
5
XI
1%
Western Division
Chicago
5
0
1.100 -Kansas City
2
5
.714
1
California •
7
3
.700
14
Texas
3
214
3
.500
Minnesota
5
5
.510 .2v,
Oakland
5
5
.500
244
Seattle
3
7
.3011
414
Friday's Games
Toronto 2, Boston
Texas 4, Milwaukee I, 10 innings
Kansas City 3. Cleveland 1
New York II, Detroit 2
Baltimore at Chicago. ppd., rain
Seattle 5, Oakland 0
California 4, Minnesota 1.10 innings
Saturday's Games
New York (Joan 1-1) at Detroit(Morris 14)
IC
City (Gana 14) at
Cleveland (Sorenson 14)
Toronto (Bomback VI) at Boston
(Tudor 14)
Texas (Tanana 0-1) at Milwaukee
(lleCkare•e)
Baltimore (D.Martinez 14 and
Flanagan 0.11 at Chicago Koonnan 0.0
sad Dotson 141.2
Minnesota(Redfern
at California
(Forsch
(n
Oakland Keough 141 at Seattle
(Moore11-1) in)
Samday'sGames
New York at Detroit
Kansas City at Cleveland
Toronto at Boston
Baltimore at Chicago
Tensest Milwaukee
Niemen& at California
Oakland atSeattle
Monday's Games
Tomato at Boston

Pro basketball

Kansas City at Detroit in
California at Seattle In)
Minnesota at Oakland in)
Only games scheduled

k

National Basketball Associating'
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L .Pct. GB.
sEoston
12 19
.71.5 y-Philadelphia 57 24
.704
5
y-New Jersey 43 3$
.531 19
y-Washington 42 39
.519 20
New York
33 4111
.407 21
Central Division
1-Milwaukee
55 X
.672 y-Atlanta
42 39
.519 13
Detroit
X 42
.475 16%
Indiana
35 46
.432 20
Chicago
33 44
.447 22
Cleveland
15 66
.IZ 40
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pet. GB
:Zan Antonio 40 33
.593 Houston
46 35
.564
2
Denver
45 36
.560
3
Kansas City
29 52
.351 19
Dallas
24 53
.346 29
Utah
34 57
.296 24
Pacllic Divisions
1-Los Angeles _ .56 Z
UI y-Seattle
51 II
ADS
444
Phoenix
46 35
.5111 II
Gisiden State
45 X
.256 11
Portland
41 CS
.51111 15
San Diego
17 65
.217 31144
x•clinched division title.
y-clinched playoff spots.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
St. Louis
7
3
.700
Montreal
4
2
.667
New York
5
4
.556
114
Pittsburgh
3
3
.5%
2
Chicago
3
7
.3410
4
Philadelphia
6
2
.250
Western Division
Atlanta
9
0
1.000 San Diego
4
4
.500
415
San Francisco
4
4
.500
44
Los Angeles
4
5
.444
5
Houston
4
6
514
.400
Cincinnati
2
7
.922
7
Friday's Games
Pittsburgh 7, Chicago 6,12 innings
Alontrea1.4, New York 3
Atlanta 5, Houston 3
St.Louis 3, Philadelphia 2
San Diego',Los Angeles 3
San Francisco 6,Cincinnati I
Saturday's Games
Montreal I Burris 0-11 at New York
(Swan 14)
Chicago (Noles 1-1) at Pittsburgh
(Baumgarten 0-0)
Philadelphia (Carlton 0-2)at St Louis
(Andujar 1-1) •
Cincinnati(Berenyi 1-1) at San Francisco (Holland 14)
Atlanta (Walk 24) at Houston
(Niekro14)(n)
Los Angeles (Gott:04) at San Diego
(Montefusco 1-2)(n)
- - -r7
Sunday'sGames
Montreal at New York
FOOTBALL
Chicago at Pittsburgh
National Football League
Philadelphia at St. Louis
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Signed
Atlanta at Houston
Reggie Lewis, defensive end; Marcus
Los Angeles at San Diego
Quinn and Gerald Neva, defensive
Cincinnati at San Francisco
becks; and Al Penn-White. running
lienday's Gamow
beet.
Philadelphia at Montreal
ST.LOUIS CARDINALS-Signed
San Francisco atSan Diego In)
Calvin Patron,linebacker.
Houston at Loa Angelesin)
SAN FRANCISCO NERS-Signed
Only gamesscheduled
Renakio Nehemiah, wide receiver, to a
four-year contract.
GREEN BAY PACKERS-Signed Ire
Matthews, running beck Bob Pittard,
punter; Brian Specimen, kicker;
James Cathey, tackle; Ralph DeLoach
Wednesday,Aprll n
and Phil Driscoll. defensive linemen;
etue be, at Roston,if necessary
and Douglas Greene and Reginald
N V Rangers at N.Y. Islanders, if
Ware,safeties.
nevettas
CS wag° at St Louis,if necessary
SOCCER
I os Angeles at Vancouver. if
North American Soccer League
nerraaarr
JACKSONVILLE TEA MEN-Signed
Friday. April
Di vid Stride,defender.
Boston at Quebec. if necessary
TAMPA BAY ROWDIES-Signed
St I 0013 at Chicago. if necessary
Wes McLeod, midfieider,
N V Islanders at N V Rangers, If
TULSA ROUGHNECKS-Purchased
necessary
the contract et David Bradford. midVancouver at Lon Angeles, if fielder., boa Cowentry City- of the
necessary
English League.
CHICAGO STING-Signed Arne Steffenheges, midfielder. to a one-year elmTAMPERE, Finland tract.
FORT LAUDERDALID
(AP)- Tom Milani and
- Parcbeeed the contract et
Dave lomassoni scored STRIKERS
Alexander Szatmari. defender, Hem
third-ieried Valli to give_,_Stuttgartinthe German League. -

Friday's Guam
Quebec at Beaton
N V Rangers at N Y Islanders
Chicago at St Louts
l.011 Angeles at Vancouver
Sunday's Games
Boston S. Quebec 4, Roston leads
aeries 31
N Y Islanders 7, N V Rangers I,
series tied I-I
St Louis 3. Chicago I, series tied I-I
Les Angeles 3, Vancouver I, 01,
series tied 1-I
Mondays GOMM
Beaton at Quebec
Ullman at Chicago
NY Islanders at N V Rangers
Vancouver at Log Angeles

Organize your thoughts about the big day with a
WELCOME WAGON Engaged Girl call. As the
WELCOME WAGON Representative, I have some
lovely free gifts for you and good advice from bridal
experts on how to make your wedding the kind
you've always wanted.
Call now and let me help you get ready to be a
beautiful bride.

9Veltharr
Kathryn Outland 753-3071
Hostesses ,
Ingeborg King (Asst.) 492-8348
Mary Hamilton (Asst.) 753-5570

79 Pontiat Trans A.
Black w/ton and block interior, power steering
power brakes, air, power windows, AM-FM, 8
track, tilt wheel, t-top
$6977 00

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLE

In

53-2617

Gm QuAp
ir
ins la 641 S.
SERME
Murray
GENERAL morons PARIS DIVISION

Chemist

Transactions

Hockey playoffs
National Hockey League
Divisional Final
Burt of Seven
Thursday's Games
Roston 4, Quebec 3, Roston leads
lanes 1 a
NY Rangers S. N
Islanders 4.
Rangers lead senes 1.41
Chicago 5, St Louis 4, Chicago leads
series 14
Vancouver 3, Los Angeles 2, Vancouver leads senes 1.0

Friday's Games
New Jersey 113, Boston%
Atlanta IN,Indiana 91
Philadelphia 104, Washington 96
Chicago Ill, Cleveland 102
San Antonio Ill, Dallas 106
Kansas City 123, Denver 121
Milwaukee 119, New York 99
Houston 107, Utah IN
Phoenix 113, Portland 99
Los Angeles 125,Golden State 119
Saturday's Genial
New Jersey at Detroit
Dallas at Denver
Seattle at Golden State
Sundey's Games
New York at Boston
Milwaukee at Philadelphia
Atlanta at Washington
Indiana at Chicago
Houston at Kansas City
Los Angeles at Phoenix
Utah at San Antoine
Seattle at Portland
Detroit at Cleveland

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Italy a 7-5 victory over
the United States in the
second round of the World
Hockey Championships,
Italy's first victory in a
World' Championship in
23 years.

COLL111011

•

ARIZONA-Named Ricky Byrdeses
assistant basketball men.
HARVARD-Named Freak Haggerty
men's and womea's crens-country and
track and field coact
BASEBALL
National Loops
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES -Placed Mike Schmidt,third baseman,on the
I St's y disabled list

Doing the laundry
•Rinse cfOthes in cold water.
takes energy•Dry full loads without overloading
yours and electrical •
or overdrying.
energy. It takes electricity
•Clean the lint filter after each load.
to heat the iron, run the
• Do all the ironing at
dryer. and heat water for
one time and don't
washing clothes To save
leave the iron on
energy ang money in the
while doing other
laundry room, follow
things.
these suggestions
auncler only full loags.in the
coolest water postible.
Adjust the water level for
smaller loads

•

•

•

111.AUF. 10 TH 1.: All RR41.ia.. LEIX;EIR S TIMES. Saiurtla). April 17. 19t2

echoes from the past

HEALTH

by judy maupin

Controversy surrounded boundary

•

As we are all aware,
the area in which we live
is often referred to as the
Jackson Purchase, comprised of those counties
west of the Tennessee
River. These counties —
Ballard, Hickman,
Fulton, Graves, McCracken, Marshall, and
Calloway — cover some
2,100 square miles. Most
of us are also aware of the
fact that this is called the
Jackson Purchase
because of the part of the
fact that Andrew Jackson
played in annexing this
land onto the state of Kentucky.
For those who would
like to know mqre of the
facts surrounding this
purchase, we will go to
the history books and
learn more about how
this came to pass.
About 1780, Dr. Thomas
Walker was commissioned to survey and establish
a line between Virginia
and North Carolina,
which extended to the
Tennessee River. This
was the beginning of

some 80 years of disputes Tennessee River, as far tucky. In Battle's 1888
about this line. In 1859, as the Mississippi River. History of Kentucky, it
two commissioners from In return, they were to was remarked that
Kentucky,. Austin Cox receive $20,000 a year for "niiny of its people feel
and Charles Briggs, met 15 years. There were also that they are placed at a
with two commissioners included in this treaty serious disadvantage in
from Tennessee to per- several personal debt set- respect to their proper
manently settle this ter- tlements.
rights and privileges
ritorial controversy. The
The Chickasaw Indians under the state governtreaty which followed were to keep a tract of ment. With this feeling
stated,in part:
'land four miles square strongly implanted in
"To settle all territorial located near Big Sandy their hearts, they have
controversies..,which which included a salt lick, hoped for years that they
might arise to interrupt a valuable commodity in might join with the rethe peach and harmony early times. The treaty mainder of the Purchase
which have so long and so also stated that the salt in Tennessee, and thus
happily existed between was not to be sold for form a state whose
the United States of more than one dollar per government would be
America and the 50 pound bushel.
more immediately idenOne of the personal set- tified with their inChickasaw Nation of Indians, James Monroe, tlements included in this terests."
President of the United treaty was rather curious
States, by Isaac Shelby and hints at a story which' This feeling of isolation
and Andrew Jackson on was not told: "that the from the rest of the state
the one part and the sum of $1,089 be paid to was strong enough to
whole Chickasaw nation Major James Colbert, in- cause its citizens to conon the other part have terpreter, it being the vene in May, 1861, at
agreed on the following amount of a sum of Mayfield. A motion to
articles..."
money taken from his secede from Kentucky
The articles of this pocket in the month of was strongly recomtreaty, briefly stated that June, 1816, at the theatre mended, although it did
not come to pass. One
the Chickasaw Nation in Baltimore."
would cede to the United
This treaty was signed wonders now, if the
States all claim to the Oct. 19, 1818 by Isaac events which culminated
land lying beyond the Shelby, Andrew Jackson in the Civil War may have
and the various Indian caused those early
chiefs, in Monroe County, citizens to become
Mississippi. As was distracted from their
previously stated, it was original intentions. It is
many years before the also possible that this
boundaries were actually feeling may also have
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I CAN'T BELIEVE IT !
NOBODY CA1.1.5 ME
YOU HiT MY SHUT UP,
MOLLY VOLLEY IT
PARTNER
IN 'CRYBABY"!
"FAT
LEGS,"
KID!! THE MOUTH!
"BAD CALL" BENNV
IN Ti-IE MOUTH'
r

Some help for bronchitis

azwo

Lawrinc• E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — My
doctor tells me I have
severe bronchitis and there
is nothing to be done for me.
He says I'll just have to live
with it. When I had a cold
recently the cough turfied
into a bloody secretion that
was so bad I could not lie
flat to sleep. This went on
for two days and nights then
gradually cleared up. The
doctor gives me vitamin K
and antibiotics to clear up
the infection. At. times I
have a short spell of spitting
up blood but it only lasts a
few minutes. If I get a cold
it's much worse. Isn't there
some form of surgery that
can be done for people like

me? I cannot accept the fact
that nothing can be done. DEAR READER — You
are having something done
for your chronic bronchitis.
The antibiotic treatment is
one very important example.
If you had a localized
bleeder in the lungs it might
be possible to seal it off. But
the big problem is the fundamental
inflammatory
changes in the air passages
in your lungs.
You should take every
precaution possible to avoid
exposure to respiratory
infections. That includes
exposure to the common
cold. Getting flu shots each

year to prevent flu if possible is important as well.
Some doctors feel that
exercise can be helpful but
this certainly has to be individualized. If your lung function permits, daily walks are
at least important psychologically and for the rest of
your body.
For people with rather
severe pulmonary problems
from chronic bronchitis and
emphysema I like them to
have an evaluation by a pulmonary specialist who does
lung function studies. The
information is often helpful
in deciding what course of
management works best for
that patient. Your doctor

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•

Deputy arrested for fetus' death

NEW MEMBERS of Murray Liohs Club and their sponsors include,from
left,
front, John Young, member, David Walker, sponsor, not pictured, Jim
Middleton, member, C.C. Lowry, sponsor, back, Bill Bailey, spodsor, and
Dale
Woodall,member.

•
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Trigg County Farmers Bank, Plaintiff,
versus Bobby G. Watson,et ux,et al, Defendants.
By virture of a judgment and order of the
Trigg Circuit Court rendered on the 1st day
of April, 1982 in the above cause, in favor of
Trigg County Farmers Bank, I shall offer
for sale at the Trigg County Courthouse door
in Cadiz, Kentucky to the highest bidder at
auction on the 1st day of May, 1982 at approximately 10:00 a.m. or thereabouts the
following real estate property to wit:
Parcel One: Beginning at the Northeast
corner of the Southwest quarter Section
17, T.2 Br. 4 East; thence West 80 poles more
or less to a rock; thence North 40 poles more
to less to the beginning corner, containing 20
acres, more or less.
Being the same property conveyed to Bobby Gene Watson and Wilda J. Watson, his
wife, from Eula Mae Workman (Doherty)
by deed dated September 19,1953 and recorded in Deed book 96, page 627, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.

a

SLUGGO,
I'M
MAKING
PANCAKES
FOR
YOU

I HOPE
THEY'RE
NOT AS
HARD AS
LAST
TIME

COME ON DOWN,
COOKIE WE'RE
SORRY FOR
WI-1AT WE SAO
ABOUT PINNER'
(

OOPS---I
DROPPED
ONE

THAT'S THE HARDEST
ONE YOU'VE EVER
MADE Ti

I WON'T COME DOWN
UNTIL YOU BOTI-I
EAT EVERYTHING
ON YOUR PLATES

The purchaser shall be required to make a
casn deposit of ten percent (10) down on the
date of sale with the balance due within sixty
(60) days with purchaser to execute bond
with sufficient surety thereon for any unpaid
balance,to be approved by the said Commissioner, said bonds to have the same force
and effect of a judgment upon which execution may issue and on which there can be no
replevin and which bond will be interest
bearing at8% per annum until paid.
/s/Marvin Broadbent,Jr.,
• Master Commissioner
Trigg Circuit Court
Tendered by:
Woodall & Quinn
Court Street
Cadiz,Ky.42211
(502)522-3481
Approved for Entry this
1st day of April,1982
Is/Willard B. Paxton
Trigg Circuit Judge
Trigg Circuit Court

BETTER T055 I-11M
A BLANKET. IT'LL
BE COLD UP TI-1ERE
TON i&NT

BUT WI-IAT15 A
COMBINATION
WATER—AIR
BED ? <

YOU PILL IT WITH
SELTZER

Mir

SHE DIED.„
GIVING
HIM
LIFE.

UNFAIR.„(508)
AFTER ALL
T$115(506)
TO FIND MY
MOTHER..,
'DEAD...

2. Notice

OPERATING ROOM RN..
Fell time position 7 to 3 Monday - Friday.
Must ,be available for call. Excellent
Wary,'rood benefits, holidays end sick
days.

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
MAYFIELD, KY.
247-5211

2. Notice

S.

THE ETCETERA
SHOP
Little log cabin 3 silks
Lest of Merry/. One
room new clothes, one
room used clothes.
Handcrafts. •

Antiques

•

1. Legal Notice

Civil Action File No.82-CI-095
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Tolbert Story, Committee For Robbie Milstead Plaintiff, Versus Myrtle Paschall Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale
Of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the April 7 Term thereof 1982, in the above
cause, and its cost therein I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court House door in the.
City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 27th day of April
1982, at 1:00 O'clock p.m., or thereabout,
upon a credit of 30 days, the following
described property,to-wit:
The following described tract or parcel of
land, lying and being in Calloway County,
Kentucky, in the City of Hazel, as follows-towit:
Beginning 80. feet East of Block No. 13 in
the City of Hazel, Kentucky and T. 0. Gibbons Northwest corner; thence East 140
feet; thence North 90 feet; thence West 140
feet; thence South 90 feet to the point of
beginning. Plaintiff, Robbie Milstead, obtained title to /
1
4 of the above described property by inheritance from her husband,
Willie B. Milstead, See Affidavit of Descent
in Microfilm Book Card and /
1
2 by deed from
D. N. White, et ux dated November 29, 1934
and of record in Deed Book 59, Page 366 in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court. Myrtle Paschall obtained title
to 'l4 interest by inheritance from her
brother, See aforementioned Affidavit of
Sescent of Willie B. Milstead. Willie B.
Milstead obtained title to "2 interest by deed
from D. N. White, et ux, dated November 29,
1934 and of record in Deed Book 59, Page 366
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must exe'Vute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit
Court

Commonwealth of
Kentucky
Trigg Circuit Court
Civil Action
No. 81-CI-130

III
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Commissioner
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can refer you to such a
physician; since you are
from a fairly large community I am confident there is
one in your city.
Meanwhile I am sending
you The Health Letter number 17-8, Clftonic Bronchitis
and Emphysema. It also
emphasizes the importance
of avoiding pollutants
including cigarette smoke.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O! Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Does
poor circulation go with the
menopause? The last few
years I have had to keep
changing sleeping positions
because my arms go to
sleep.
Now my arms go to sleep
and get that prickly sensation during the day as well.
I'm 51 and have always been
very healthy and I have never smoked. I hate to waste
the doctor's time when I feel
so healthy. I am a few
pounds overweight.
DEAR READER — That
is not likely poor circulation
as caused by obstruction
inside the arteries to your
arms. You are more likely to
have some pressure on the
nerves that go to your arm
or on the arteries to your
arms. This pressure could be
caused by a neck muscle
pressing on the nerve or
artery, or from changes in
your cervical spine.
Depending on what your
symptoms really are, you
could even have a carpal
tunnel syndrome, pressure
on your nerves and arteries'
in your wrist. It will require
an examination to define
what the source of pressure

We Buy
ISA
Come by end see our
Weether Vone's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Moles Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Men.•
Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sen.
p.

COI US Of your total
portrait Just as you ore
Can be head and
shoulder
3 4 or full
•
length

al

Carter Studio
II
41.300 Main 753-8298

For

e

large assortmeit
of geniee 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
Outs aid earriegs
36. differnt styles
$2.95 Each

Gold & Silver
Wholesale
Jevrilers Inc.
°IYUIPIC Plan

753-7113
Op.. am.

-

-1111174*--4Ger-ori

59.5

•

•

,

• ••
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19. Farm Equipment

6. Help Wanted

Need female room mate Wanted: someone to 2 12in. Plows for Ford
to share nice 2 bedroom keep an infant and do tractor. 436 5830.
house close to campus. light house work in our
Calf 753-926S.
home. Send references
1000 and 1415
Wanted: All old feather and resume to PO Box
beds needed! Age or 1 040 N Murray, Ky.
gallon NH3 Nurse
42071.
condition is unimpor
tanks with or
tant! Honest cash
without wagon and
buyer. Box 691, New 9. Situation Wanted
Albany, In. 47150 Will break and disc
flotation tires.
Directions Phone.
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
Tool Bars, 5 to 9
753 0144.
row
in 15 ft. to 21
Will work on lawn
ft. widths. A commowers, chain saws,
riding mowers, tillers,
plete supply of
any small engine. 1001
tanks, pumps,
Glendale East off of
12th Street. 753-4590.
valves and NH3

Shirley Florist

and
Garden Center

SOON. 4th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
8-5 Mon.-

Sat.
Will the person who hit
a little black and white
female dog on 121 South
April 7, please call
753 8118. We want to
thank you personally
for taking care of her.

1 /2 Price
Sole
Bey one pair of boots
at regular prise get
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots and side
zips.
Kenny Rogers jeans,
western shirts, and
western dress slacks.
Bey one pair at
regular' price and get
the second item at
half price.

•

Vernon's
Olympic Plata
753-7113
.Open 9-9
World's Fair Rentals
efficencies, 1 and 2
bedroom apartments.
Kitchen completely.
Some 2-4 miles from
fair site. ,30 minute
drive to Gatlinburg, Tn.
$50. per night. 615-6907115 please call after
5p.m.

3. Card of Thanks
We the family of Grace
Wilcox would like to
express our graditude
to Bro. Heflin and Bro.
Dixon for their words of
comfort and prayers
during our time of
sorrow, and for those
that did the singing and
also, the pall bearers.
We also want to thank
those who sent flowers,
brought food, sent
cards, and other acts of
kindness shown us at
this time and to the
Miller Funeral Home
for- the professional help
and service rendered
us, words can not
express our feelings.
We will all remember
your kindness. Clara
Marshall, Brooksie
Maddox, Billie B. Dunn,
daughters aild sister,
Hilda Ellis.

5. Lost and Found
Lost: Male Afghan
hound. Black and tan.
Last seen in Canterbury. Call 753-8708 after
3p.rn. or 759-1805 before
4p.m.
and
Lost: Silver gray
tan small shaggy dog
answers to the name
Bozo. Children's pet
significant. Reward.
Call 753-4057.
Lost: long haired black
cat. Reward offered.
Call 753-0344.

6. Help Wanted
Amway Distributor
needed. Call 797-8733.
Couple needed to live
with and take care of
elderly bed ridden man.
Call 753-1415.
Experienced body shop
personnel. 4ody man,
painter, heTper, and
buffer. Apply at Smyth
Body Shop 404 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
Nurses needed, RN or
LPN. Applicatons are
being accepted for full
time or part time, have
positions available for
any shift. Excellent
benefits.
salary an
Apply in person or call
Care Inn, 502-247-0200.
Wanted: Part-time
crane operator for clam
shell operation. ReprY
to PO Box 1040J
Murray, K v. 420/1.
.5

James L.
Kellet Co.

Have a highly profitable
and beautiful Jean Shop
of your own. Featuring
the latest in Jeans,
Denims, Sportswear
and Western Wear.
$8,900 to $12,500 includes
beginning inventory,
fixtures and training.
You may have your
store open in as little as
15 days. Call any time
1-800-255 9049 Ext. 4.

Sikeston,
Mo. 63801
314-471-0988

For sale 656 Int. Diesel
Farm Tractor 2500
hours, extra nice, ex
cellent condition, 1 ow
ner. Also 4 14in. int.
plows, 12ft. Int. wheel
13. For Sale or Trade
disc, will sell seperate
3
4 ton Chevy or together. Day 753
1970 /
pickup. LWB in good 7668, night 753 2394 or
condition. Would con see at 405 S. 4th St.,
sider trade at owners Murray, Ky.
differences for riding
mower or small tractor.
Phone 759-4515 6-9p.m.
only.
For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
Wheel Horse
negotiable. Any reasonable offer con
*Parts
sidered. Owner financ*Sales
ing available. Call 753
'Service
4109 after 5p.m.
For trade dark tired
tobacco base for burley
pounds. Call 753-8875.

Stokes
'Tractor 8
Implement

14. Want to Buy

Stamp and coin collet
Indestrial Road
flan or accumulation.
753-1319
Call after 3p.m.
7674169.
Used garage door Hesston Tractor Rental
complete. Size 9 or 10ft. Program, 15 cents per
753-4415.
H.P., Minimum 24
hours. A & I, Inc.
15. Articles for Sale
Dresden Hwy., Paris,
Complete line of Tn., 1-901-642 8544
sprayer parts now at G Lombard gas trimmer
& Y Farm Center 641 with blade. Regular
South. 759-4440.
$189.95 on sale for
Rampar-BMX bicycle. $169.95. Master till tiller
Excellent condition. regiilar $379. on sale for
$329. Stokes Tractor
Call 753-5421.
Tillers Shp Briggs and Industrial Rd.
Straton engine chain New tires for tractors
drive. $269.99 Wallen and tarn) equipment.
On farm tire service.
Hardware Paris.
We buy and sell used air Vinson Trattor Co.
conditioners. Call 753- 753-4892.
Tobacco scaffold
910.4.
White French Pro- wagons. Phone 886 6029
vincial bedroom suite, after 6p.m.
twin size canopy bed, Hopkinsville, Ky.
dresser with mirror, Truck tool boxes, 3 point
desk with bookcase. seeders, hydrolic oil for
all tractors. Vinson
Call 436-2619 after 5p.m.
Tractor Co. 753-4892.

16. Home Furnishings

22. Musical

Couch 4 /
1
2 years old..
Excellent condition. I.
$150. Call 489-2701.
Early American maple
dining room suite. Also
15000 .BTU G.E. air
conditioner. Call after
4p.m. 753-4755.
For Sale: Living room
suit and piano. Phone
753-1986 or 753-1471.
Washer and dryer,
wringer type washer,
chest of drawers, dresser, cedar robe, dinettes, base and utility
cabinets, trunks,
chairs, pictures, studio
couch, odd beds, desk,
gun cabinet, queen
brass bed Complete, end
and coffee tables, bar
stools, lamp. Callaway
Furniture 105 N. 3rd
753-1502.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

SPINET CONSOLE PIANO FOR
SALE Wasted: Responsible
party to foie over piano.
Can be seem locally. Write
Mr. Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle, lli.ois 62231.

REPOSSESSED
ORGAN
One half already paid
balance due or monthly payments.

CLAYTON'S
753-7575
INFLATION
FIGHTER
All car stereos. Expert
repair and
installation.

WORLD OF
SOUND
Factory Sales
and Service
SOO Maple St.
759-4801
Under New
Management

19. Farm Equipment
9ft. John Deere wheel
disc. 1 eider Mill all new
wood work. Call
489-2642.
Ace pumps, Hypro
pumps, replacement
parts, and all sprayer
parts at G & Y Farm
Center 641 $7594440.
For sale 3 12in. Ford
Trip Plows, like new.
Phone day 753-7668,
night 753-2394 or see at
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky.

NOTICE
If you are the owner of a:
lt

222 S. 12th
753-5165

27. Mobile Home Sales

33. Roomsfor Rent

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
fessional installation:
Sunset Boulevard Musrc
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

1966 I2x56 Trailer. 2
bedroom, awning, un
derpinning, meter - pole,
air conditioner in
cluded. Call 759 4523
•
after 4p.m.
Extra nice 1978 14x60
trailer for, sate. Central
heat and air, underpinning, and partially furnished. 753.5677.
Here is your opportunity to move into a very
nice well kept completely furnished 14x70
mobile home on a
100x253 lot with outside
storage and many fruit
trees- Owner will assist you with financing.
753-1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Furnished room 1 block
from MSU. Private
bath, kitchen, living
room and laundry
facilities. Boys only.
$65. per month. Call
759 4538.
One block from un
iversity. Call 753 6933 or
753 1812

24. Miscellaneous
1975 Pinto station wagon. V-6 automatic, air
condition $1600. 10ft.
cab over camper sleeps
4 has water holding
tank, gas stove battery
or electric, lights. Nice.
$850. 19ft. travel trailer
tandem axle sleeps 6,
electric or gas refrigerator. Midas Frolic
1973. $2850. 4-950 16.5
tires $25. each 8 ply.
Call 753 8590.

Wholesale to the
public. Fast Repair
and Gems. Handmade Gold and
Silver Jewelry.

leo's lmmeadiate
Jewelry Repair
484N. 120 153-9899
40 Watts per channel
Lloyd's stereo. 6 months
old with belt driven
turntable, tuner, and
dolby cassette, player
recorder.
. Speakers
contain 12in. woofer,
7in. mid range, 3in.
tweeter. Asking $600.
Call anytime 753-2534.
Aloe Vera- liquid $9.
quart, $27. gallon. Gene
& Jo's 705 S. 4th
753-4320. Makes you feel
good! Also other Aloe
Vera products include
shampoo, make-up,
body lotion, soap, and
bath oil.
Fiberglasa steam , bath.
Like neikir"Call after*
4p.m.. 753 8380.
For sa_le
Used office
desks, wood or metal
from $50. up, also office
chairs, extra nice
checkout counters,
other office equipment,
card display racks and
magazine racks, gas
heaters for shops, water
drinking fountains,
flourescent lights (4ft. &
8ft.), nice used pool
table. Call day 753-7668,
night 753.2394 or see at
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky.
Marine battery power
pack 27' series 105 amp.
- $59.99 exchange. Lawn
mower battery 12 volt
$24.99 exchange. Snapper mower blades 25in.,
26in., 28in., 30in., or
33in. $5.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.New compressor air
tanks, 110 gallon capacity, ,4 in. thick steel
walls $150. Also some
used tanks of larger
capacity. Call 502 8987608 after 5p.m.
Tobacco sticks 13 cents.
Call 345 2861.
Top material for work
benches, shop tables,
cabinets, kitchen counters, garage tables,
repair benches and
many other uses.
Material is I !Ain. thick,
laminated .masinite
- 30"X48",
sizes 16"x48",
32"x48", 36"x48" and
42"x48". Bargain prices
at $3. per piece. First
come first served. This
is the last of this
material there will be
no more. The time is 9 to
12p.m. Saturday, April
24, 1982 Campbell Ray
Mfg. inc. parking lot
1600 Porter Ct. Paris,
Tn.
Used riding lawn
mowers. See Keith at
Stokes Tractor and
Implement. 753 1319.
Yamaha YZ 80, cold
drink machine, new
pony bridle. Call 7594617 days, or 753-6632
nights.

26. TV-Radio
13in. Black and white
Magnavox t.v. Good
condition. 759 4610.

23. Exterminating*

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL
For termites,
7oaches, ants,
any pests.

753-7794

Kelley's Tern*
& Post Control

5

1
J =1777'

accessories.

10. Business Opportunity

22. Musical

Phone 753-3914

'Color 25 inch TV, Only
25.00 per month.
New warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 with extention.
Holly Park $7500. Can
be seen al Almo, Ky.
Ray Starks 753-3634.
12x65 Trailer. for sale or
rent with °often te biry.
759-1987.
I2x65 all electric partly
furnished 2 bedroom,. 1
'2 bath, big kitchen, all
carpeted. Porch, steps,
underpinning, tie downs
and air conditioner
included. $4800'.
436 5671.
12x70 3 bedroom mobile
home for sale. Call after
4p.m. 759 4856.

7178-79-1: Niusiummaimommeimmiii-

II
Caprice or Impala and 80 COMM or 80
Chevy pickups your car could possibly-be
involved in a Product Safety Campaign.
Please Coottect Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Mummy,Ky. for corrections.

MEW

WALLIS DRUG

14. Houses for Rent

43. Real Estate

N.

Who said big is
better? Are you
tired of haring
your property lost
in a backlog of
LISTING? Bring it
to MTG and let us
give it a personal
touch. Call Bob
Haley at 7534000 or 4892266.

All electric 2 bedroom,
fully furnished home.
$150. per month. $100.
deposit. /
1
2 block from
MSU. Call 753 9829.
Furnished or un
furnished 4 bedroom
house. 1 block to un
iversity. Call 753-9138,
nights 753-5292.
In city 3 bedroom
28. Mobile Home Rentals seperate
dining, new
Nice 2 bedroom trailer carpet, paint. Large
near Murray. No pets. garden plot. Families
Call 489-2611.
only. No pets. $250.
Village 641 North
Trailer for rent 5 miles month, $100 deposit.
Murray, Ky.
south on private lot. $90. References required.
month plus deposit and Phone 753-6246.
reference. Phone 753- Two bedroom house on
6753.
121 1 mile west of Stella. Building site,
plus
Trailers for rent Dill's Large yard and garden. acreage. 23 acres, 16
$150. per month. 753- tendable, 7 in timber,
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom furnished 3604.
located on blacktopped
or unfurnished. New Two small cabins on highway. Stock barn
Rivers
Kentucky
furniture and carpet, Blood
included and priced at
central air. Rent $85.- Lake near New Con- $19,900. Call KOP
$150. Shady Craks 753- cord. $60. month. Call PERUD REALTY 753
436 2427.
5209.
1222.
Spring fever -special36. For Rent or Lease
30. Business Rentals
Bright, newly decorated
For rent or lease fur- Tudor in spotless con
nished 3 bedroom brick. dition, located in prest
1
/
1
2 block off campus. igeous area. Bedrooms
Mini
are designed to meet
362-4425 or 527-8397.
Wankel's*
the family's personal
unOne bedroom
need for privacy, conStorage Space
furnished apartment on
venience and comfort.
For Rent
Main Street nedir
Add Italian marble
5145month.
753-4758
foyer, large formal
Deposit required.
dining room, country
5 bedroom home 2
spacious kitchen with
blocks
from
campus
32. Apts. For Rent
glass. doors that ltiok
$250month. Ideal for
onto coverep' patio,
e,„0 .1
o
turi, .,s
electric
beamed add patreieci
effitiency apar- 4 bedroom country
family room with bar
tment. Low utilities, 2 '6 home. $250month. De- and wood burning
blocks from MSU. Call posit required. fireplace. Owner
Call Spann Realty As
753-9829.
financing makes this
Duplex apartment for sociates, 753-7724.
especially easy to buy.
rent in Westwood. 2 BR, Want to lease up to 4 Dial 753-1492-Century 21
nice bath, central heat acres of. dark tobacco. Loretta Jobs Realtors.
and air, stove and Call 753 9357.
•
garbage disposal furPardom & Thurman
38. Pets Supplies
nished. Call 753-5400.
Insurance &
Furnished apartments. AKC Alaskian MalEfficiency, I or 2 be- amute puppies. Shots
Real Estate
drooms. Also sleeping and wormed. Good pets
Southside Court Sq.
rooms. Zimmerman and guard dogs. $150.
Murray, Kentucky
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
753-9390.
753-4451
HILL DALE Apart41.
Public
Sale
will
Hardin,
Ky
ments,
accept applications on Big Carport Sale Fri. You'll have everything
premises beginning 9-6, Sat. 9-12. 2nd house your family needs,
April 15, 1982 from on left past Shady Oaks comfort, size, value and
9A.M. until 3P.M. daily Tr. Ct. on 121 toward location, in this beauti
ful 3 bedroom, 2
bath
Monday thru Friday, Mayfield.
home in Canterbury
for 1,2,3 bedroom aparFairground Flea Estates. Custom quality
tments, Section 8, rent- Market. Murray
throughout. Large consubsidized, Equal
Calloway Co. venient kitchen, den
Housing Opportunity.
Fairgrounds. Open ev
With fireplace. Priced
Includes apartments for
ery weekend, 7AM to at $79,900. KOPPE RUD
handicapped.
7PM Friday and Satur
REALTY 753-1222.
New duplex 2 bedroom, day, 9AM to- 6PM Sun
central heat and air, days. Booth space can 44. Lots for Sale
fully carpeted, all kit- be rented. Call days 753
One large wooded lake
chen appliances. Call 4669 nights-753 4570.
lot 300ft. of water on
753-8146 or after 6p.m.
Garage Sale Mon., April Blood River Bay. Call
753-2437.
19. Furniture, beds, 436 2417
Nice 1 bedroom fur- clothing, more. 214 Col
nished apartment. Call legs Farm Road 753 46. Homes for Sale
753 3949.
5292.
10
2 percent FINANC
One and 2 bedroom
ING!!!! Yes A small
apartments near down- 43. Real Estate
downpayment and ow
town Murray. Call 753
ner financing will make
4109 or 436-2844.
you the owner of this
One and 2 bedroom
newly decorated 1 1.2
apartments for rent.
story, 4 BR home with
Call 753.3530 The
basement', alum. siding,
Embassy Apts.
753-1222
central heat with wood
duplex
in
bedroom
#401131eS
Two
stove for unbelieveable
Northwood. Central
economy. Double lot
heat and air, carpeted,
near school. Make your
refrigerator, stove,
appointment now by
dishwasher, disposal
calling Spann Realty
with washer and dryer
Assoc, 753-7724.
hookup. Carport and
3 bedroom brick house
patio, $200 deposit, $285
Carpet throughout, 2
per month. Days 753baths, large living
7972, nights 753-3018.
room and den. 1 car
Two.bedroom
garage with large stor
townhouse apartment.
age room. Call 489 2145
Carpeted, range, reor 753 2493.
frigerator, dishwasher,
House for sale at 503
disposal, washer-dryer
Chestnut. Call for' ad
hook up. Central heat
pointment 753-3691 or
and air. 753-7550, 753753 2737.
7559.
Located 2 miles from
Two bedroom duplex,
city on 121 North 3
central heat and air,
bedrooms, 1 bath, cen
hookup for washer and
tral gas heat, range,
dryer, Couples
dishwasher, double
Celli
prefered. $195
carport, two storage
753-9741.
buildings plus large
Two bedroom unworkshop. Priced in the
furnished apartment S.
560's. KOPPERUb
Office Coast te Coes,
8th near hospital, 2
REALTY -753-1222.
bedroom partially furBoyers hew Everywhere
Two story, 4 bedroom,
nished apartment and 1
Reliable Sinks Noce 1900
full basement, central
bedroom furnished
1912 Celdweter Rood
air and heat, large back
apartment near down
Money, Reotecky 42071
yard and garden spot.
town. Adults only, lease
(S02)7534116
413 S. 9th St, Murray.
and deposit required.
Airythoe
Asking $28,000.
Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
JOE I. KENNON
Two nice apartments.
broker
47. Motorcycles
1 2 bedroom and 1 1
liceosed & Beaded
1975 Honda 400CC. 4
bedroom furnished. Air
cylinder, 5000 miles
conditioned, near the
lake 10 miles south on If YOU'RE planning on $950. Call 753 4614 or
121. Couples or singles selling your farm let us 753 1326 after 5p m.
only. NO pets. Lease and explain how we can 1976 Yamaha X5360.
deposit required. 136- provide- national adver- fingine and frame in
5401.
tising and potential good condition. Needs a
Two room apartment buyers through the little work. Also new
and bath. Carpeted, AMERICAN FARM & helmet and shield. 759
4620.
partly furnished. In INVESTMENT DIG
Private home and pill/ EST marketing system. 1979 Honda 400.. Excel
1
2 Exclusively offered by lent condition, 3100
ate entrances. 2 /
btocks from court SPANN REALTY AS
miles $975. Call 753-1913
square. 753 0848.
-after 5p.m.
SOC RTES. 753 7724
Kiwasaki 400 LTD
Classic_ Excellent con
dition, 'low mileage.
435-44199.

Realtors

TWO OPEN
HOUSES IN
CANTERBURY

2 PM - 4 PM
Sunday
April 18, 1982
1529 Oxford Dr.
1506 Chaucer Dr.
SEE YOU SUNDAY

O.Used Cars

53. Services Offered

1969 VW Dune Buggie.
Needs motor. MO. Has
been chopped and re
worked. Phone 759 4515
6 9p.m. only
1972 Chevy Impala. 2
door, excellent condi
hon. Best offer. Call
759 4805 or 753 8430 after
5p.m.
1972 Pinto. Call 437 4254
1974 Monte Carlo. Good
condition, white with
red interior, AM FM
radio. $1400. Call 435
4201 after 6p.m.
1975 Buick LTD 72,000
miles. $ 950 . Call
4362511.
1975 Volkswagon Rabbit. Good condition.
$1400. or best offer.
492 8995.
1978 Oldsmobile Delta.
Loaded. 54500. 753-2813.
1980 Mustang 14,000
miles 1405 Main St.
Apt. 3A.

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore,
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's App Ii
ance Service 202 S. 5th
St. 7 5 3 4
7 2,
753 8886(home).

1981 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe. Larded. One Owner Local
Car. 11,000 miles.

PURDOMS
Oldsmobile
Pontiac

Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315

Convertible Baja. Re
built motor. $1200. 436
5869 after 5p.m.
Honda Civic. Tinted
glass, low mileage,
excellent condition. 753
3027. $3200.
Pretty little car. AMC,
good gas mileage, air
condition. 753 - 5792
evenings.
Rabbit Volkswagon
1979. Moon roof, excel
lent condition $4300.
753-3027.

50. Used Trucks
1965 Chevrolet pickup
with camper., 6 cylinder
straight shift. $500. Call
753-6842, after 5p.m. call
753-0768.
1976 Chevrolet Luv
Good condition. 1978
Honda 400 Hawk. Good
condition. Call 435-4489.
1980 Datsun pickup. Air,
5 speed. Call 492 8368 or
759-4582.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a second opimien? Loci
references. Cell N
Mend. 759-1718
753-8076.
Carpelt and window
cleaning. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Steve
Hobbs 753-3317..
Concrete, block, brick.
21 years experience. No
job to large or small.
F ree estimates. Call
753-5476.
Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
can be done, with deep
steam cJeaning. Call
Jeff 753 0015.
Electrical Repairs.
Free estimates. Licensed electrician, heating
and air conditioning.
435 4397.
Fence sales at Sears.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

FREE
ESTIMATES
on all Nome Rork
.
.f
Special prices oi pain- sz,
-tisag.and roof repairs.
STAWSKI'S
HOME REPAIR
435-4323
G ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 year'S experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359, nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

52. Boats-Motors
lift. Chatlenger Ski
boat. 140 Mariner outboard metallic silver,
stainless steel prop
$5800. Shea Sykes 498
8211.
21ft. Sail Boat, motor,
and trailer. Excellent
condition. 3 sails. 7531736.
24ft. R iverie Pontoon
Cruizer with 60hp motor
$3000. 28ft. Harris Float
Boat with camper kit
$4950. 753 4445.
Dock space available
for pontoon boats.
Cypress Spe'ings Resort
436 5496.
Vagabond Sailboats:
Vagabond 14, Holder 20,
deafer 1554 Oxford Dr.
Murray, Ky. 753-1326.

53. Services Offered

FREE ESTIMATES
On all your electrical
plambing well pumps
and painting needs.
Call 753-9673 NOW!
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 753 2310.
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or Quick Dry Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753 5827

K 8' K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
MITCHELL PAVING
Company. Commercial,
residential. Seal coating
and striping. Small jobsa specialty. Call 75315,37.

Will do roof
repair on

houses and
tobacco barns,
etc. Call 7530716 after
6:00 p.m.

Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for ProAlemison Service Cs. fessional tree care.
alsoissn led vie"' sNist, 753 8536.
cssten Iris wk. N eed your lawn
mowed? Call Jerry at
IsIstutes. Call Will El 753
2220. Experienced
Bailey, 753-1615.
and dependable. Heavy
on the trimming. ReCan you account for ferences available.
your household goods in Wet basement? We
case of fire, theft, or make wet basements
natural disaster? If not, dry, work completely
call Insurance Photog
guaranteed. Call or
raphy between write: Morgan Con6p.m 9p.m. Mon.-Fri. struction Co. Rt.. 2 Box
at 753-4988.
409 A Paducah, Ky.
Carpenter with 30 years 42001 or call 442 7026.
experience.- Building -of Will mow yards. 15
all types, repairs and years experience. Work
trailer additions. Call gauranteed. Call 753436 2253.
6564.

l

1

NORNBUCKLE BAIIBER SHOP
Ladies IL Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
Beets $1.00 pr.
225 L.P. Miler St. fares*ale Coimo#0# Cagle;

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Moir Cats $1.00
Shampoo,Shave and Hairs* $2.75

•PISCRIPTIOIN •FRESSI FRUIT MINIS
•NOSPETAL SLIPPERS FOR hen AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSAIETKS
•1101USTER 0519AIT PRODIKTS

Open Heirs Men., Tees., Wed., Than., Fri., Sat.

PiIlibpary am Vulpine.b Oly Wig

7:30-2:30-753-3685

FOR SALE BY OWNER

41. Auto Services
Over 50 rebuilt Auto_
matic transmiSsions iø
stock. 20 day un,
conditional Warranty.
'Reynolds Trans
missions Hwy 69 North
Paris, Tn. 901-642-2572.
Used Volkswagon parts,
tune up, break jobs,
rebuilt motors at
Duane's Place. 435.4272.

4 bedroom, 2 bath home in excellent
residential ores. 2,100 sq. ft. plus 2 car
garage. Wooded lot, city schools, central
gas beat/electric air with low 'silty bills.
Priced: tow 70's. 1207 Doran Rood.
753-1732 or 762-4181.

a
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OBITUARIES

Mrs. Evans
rites Friday
Services for Mrs.
Bessie R. Evans were
Friday at 2 p.m. at chapel
of Max Churchill Funeral
Home. Charlie Sweatt officiated and Jerry Bolls
lead singing.
Pallbearers were Jimmy Armstrong, Gary
Allen, Steve Allen, Royce
Allen, Ricky Allen and
Ricky Evans. Burial was
in Hicks Cemetery.

I Kentucky man charged for lying to jury

Harmon rites
to be Sunday
in chapel

Services for David S.
Harmon will be Sunday at
2:30 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Henry Hargis and
John Dale will officiate.
Danny Herndon will lead
the singing.
Active pallbearers are
Leon Barrow, Burt Collins, Albert Enix, Brent
Morris, Wilton Holland
and Bill Champion.
Honorary pallbearers
include Clifford White,
Billy Joe Stubblefield,
Audry Cannon, Herman
The funeral for Mrs. Holland, Elwood White,
Minnie Williams Poyner, Macon White, Rex
widow of John Bion Enoch, Bobby Coles,
Poyner, will be today at 2 Frank Pool, Jessie Vinp.m. in the chapel of Max cent, Frank Lowry, BudChurchill Funeral Home. dy White, Hays Grady
Dr. David C. Roos will and John Brinkley.
officiate. Mrs. Oneida
Burial will follow in
White will be organist Hazel Cemetery.
and soloist.
Friends may call at
Burial will follow in funeral home.
Scotts Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Harmon, 79, 815
Mrs. Poyner, 80, Rt. 4, Hurt, died Thursday at
died Thursday at Murray-Calloway County
Westview Nursing Home. Hospital.
( A surviving grandchild, Mrs. Bobby
I Paula Crouse, was in- Truckers charged
correctly identified as
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Paula Craig in an
obituary in Friday's edi- (AP) — Two New Jersey
truckers charged with
tion.)
stealing tractor-trailers
and two loads of cargo
have waived extradition
to their home state after
being arrested this week.
Richard Lovelace, 30,
FRANKFORT, Ky. and John Myers, 33, both
(AP) — Hazard of Hopelawn, N.J., Were
developer Andrew being held in the Franklin
Adams says his can- County Jail and will be
didacy for Congress has returned to authorities in
ended.
Roxbury Township, N.J.
Adams said Thursday
Acting on a tip, city
that Govt John Y. Brown police arrested Lovelace
Jr. had persuaded him to Wednesday night at a
work on behalf of local shopping center.
economic development in Police confiscated a
eastern Kentucky rather tractor-trailer that
than challenge incum- Lovelace is charged with
bent U.S. Rep. Carl D. stealing from a leasing
Perkins, D-Ky.
company and its conAdams, a horse tents, containers of
breeder and former coal chocolate syrup.
operator, also denied
Myers was arrested
charges by Hazard Thursday when he arrivMayor William Gorman ed at the police station in
that Adams had worked an attempt to get
with state officials to Lovelace out of jail.
keep Hazard from getting Myers was held for the
two prime building sites.
theft of the tractor-trailer
Brown said the city still rig he was driving and its
may not get the sites, contents, empty conalthough the General tainers for disposable
Assembly overrode the diapers.
governor's veto of a
Each cargo was valued
resolution ordering that at $50,000 and the missing
the property be turned tractor and trailers at
over.
170.000.

Mrs. Poyner's
rites today

ROANOKE, Va. (AP)
— A man whose acquittal
of a bank robbery charge
last October angered a
federal judge has been
arrested and charged
with lying to the jury that
freed him.
Lrace J. Ferrell, 29, of
Stopover, Ky., was arrested Friday after having been indicted Thursday by a federal grand
jury in Roanoke-.
Ferrell and two other
men were charged last
year with staging the
largest bank robbery in
Virginia history.
The eight-count indictment accuses Ferrell of
committing perjury by
telling the trial jury he
had nothing to do with the
robbery and didn't get
any of the $311,000 Mit

was stolen Jan. 22, 1961,
from the Hurley branch
of the Grundy National
Bank.
Ferrell was acquitted
during a trial in U.S.
District Court in Abingdon last October, Roy
Clifford Blankenship, 30,
was found guilty of the
lesser charge of con._
spiracy, and Carl
"Cateyes" Lockhart was
convicted of bank robbetty. Blankenship was
sentenced to 15 years in
prison and Lockhart got
an 18-year sentence.
After the jury's verdict
was announced, U.S.
District Judge James
Turk expressed outrage.
Turk said it was a
miscarriage of justice
because only Lockhart
civic nonvintiNi of the rob-

bery even though
evidence overwhelmingly
showed that all three
were guilty.
Ferrell and Blankenship denied to the jury
they were anywhere near
the bank when it was robbed.
Lockhart did not
testify.
When he sentenced
Lockhart, Turk cornplimented the robber,
telling him,"I admire the
fact that you didn't get on
the stand and perjure
yourself. I take my hat off
to you. ... You did not
manufacture an alibi."
Lockhart told Turk that
he, Blankenship and Ferrell carried out the robbery and split the money
three ways. He said he
took his share to

NORTH
4-17-A
"The truly ambition are
•A 3
always as busy on the land• •K Q
ings as they are breathless
* Q 1094
Nashville, Tenn., and on the stairs." — Louis
•8 7 6 3
spent it on women, cars Kronenberger.
EAST
WEST
and clothes.
Declarer must keep busy•7 5 4 2
•10 6
IP 9 5 4 2
The indictment of Fer- to bring in today s teetering IP 73
0.18765
rell accuses him of seven game. If he dwells too long •K 2
separate lies to the jury on bow the bidding might •KQ1094 •A2
been improved, be will
SOUTH- and accuses him of know- have
•K Q J
miss the route to the winingly allowing another ning
V A J 10$
play.
•A 3
Witness to lie for him in A spade game proves eas•J
order to develop his alibi. ier than game in hearts but
North-South
can at least be Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
If convicted on all eight
counts in the perjury in- content with dodging the South. The bidding:
dictment, Ferrell could unmakable three DO trump. Salta West North East
receive a maximum of 40 West leads the club king 141
Pass
2*
Pass
and East overtakes and 2,
2,
Pass
Pus
years in prison. Asked leads another,
declarer 441
Pass
Pus
Pus
why perjury charges dropping the jack. West conhave not also been placed tinues with a third high club Opening
lead: Club king
against Blankenship, and declarer is forced to
Assistant U.S. Attorney ruff. How should he plan his
trumps follow and East is
Gaston Williams said that play?
left with a high trump while
although Blankenship If he banks on an even declarer
discards his losing
was convicted of a lesser trump break, he can play diamond.
three
trumps
and
hope
to
crime, he was given the
The spades are now run
maximum penalty and is take five spades, four and
East is helpless. He can
trumps and the diamond
serving his time.
ace. An even trump break is ruff whenever he chooses
only a 36 percent chance but he must now lead a diaand as we can see, that plan mond to declarer's ace and
fails as East holds four declarer makes his shaky
But Feinstein, director of trumps and declarers loses game.
the Child Psychiatry two clubs, a trump and a
Bid with Own
Research Program at diamond.
South
holds:
4-17-B
Since
the defense forced
Michael Reese Hospital
•K QJ 9 8
Smith
North
and Medical Center in declarer to use one of his VAJ108
14*
249
trumps,
declarer
has
noth*A 3
VP
2 NT
Chicago, sala such a
ing to lose by using another.•J 5
situation is not normal, At trick four, declarer
leads
and often a child cannot a spade to dummy's ace and ANSWER:Three no trump.
A fine hand on the bidding
overcome resulting ruffs a fourth round of and
North should have an
developmental problems. clubs. Three rounds of excellent play for game.

Adolescence most important time of life, doctor
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — Failure to work
out the problems of
adolescence can be
reflected in later difficulties with marriage
and child raising, accor d in g 63 'a child
psychiatrist.
Dr. Sherman Feinstein,

a clinical professor at the
University of Chicago's
School of Medicine who
ha s worked with
youngsters for more than
30 y ea r s, calls
adolescence the most important period in life.
In order to become a
good parent and spouse,

Feinsteinsaid "one needs
to develop the capacity to
abandon past failures and
devote available energies
to the cultivation of remaining resources in
relationships."
Earlier thinking
described a turmoil-filled
adolescence as normal.

Sunday-Tuesday Sale
Open Daily 9-9
Sunday 12-6

The Saving Place

Candidacy
ended

NOTICE
In the interest and welfare of our customers,
crews of the Murray Water System will conduct our periodic maintenance inspections and
flushing of fire hydrants, Saturday evening,
April 17, 1982. The flushing will begin around
9:00 p.m. Saturday evening and will be completed by 3:00 a.m., Stiliday Morning, April 18,
1982.
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We Honor

We
Honor

•
•
10.15 Oz.•

MasterCard

'

..

Show & Go And
Bar-Nun Horse Feed
Hurry
Pogo Garden Seeders
Reg.$24.95 Now

$9.95

Through April, While SUPply Lost:

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply
Days A Wiesi-Sat. Op..AN Day
amity's Centaiese Fans Supply Sews
IttzS:311‘
Hwy.94E.753-7862 Murray, Ky.

FILM
DEVELOPING
SPECIALS

•

[HERSHEY']

5x7"or 8x10"
COLOR
ENLARGEMENTS

carat

CUSHION LINED

TUBE SOCKS

From Your Favorite
Color Negatives

6 Pair pack
Parra

Our Reg.5.97

6-pr. Pkg.18" Tube Socks For Men
1./hite cotton/nylon. Fit sizes 10-13.

3

Your
Choice

••• rat

1•67

For The
Price Of

2

Order two 5x7" or two
8x10" enlargements at
our regular price and
get the third enlargement at no charge.

2 Oz.'

Sale Price

4.88

'8x10" not available from #110 negatives
Inquire about
our On time
Service

Bag

Hershey's• Snack-size Candies
at your K mart
camera dept.

Get chocolate: with almonds or Reese s
• Net wt

r"

Celebrity
DANISH

LUNCHEON MEAT

Our Reg. 3.44

Our Reg. L47

Sale Price

2.44
Misses' T-shirt Classics
Cotton New summer colors

Gingham-check Dish Towel 12-oz.' Luncheon Meat
Thirsty cotton Colors 23x27"
Packed in natural juices. Save.

99

°Pkg. of 80
Heavyweight Paper Plates
9". plates. Grease resistant.

• Net wt

Buttersweet
Corn and
aliant Tomato See
Strawberry Plants-Both Potted
And Bore Root(Some Blooming)
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If there is any discoloration in your water Sunday, please flush thoroughly as this will clear
up the water in a very short period of time. We
suggest that washing of clothing be postponed
during the above hours and apologize for any
other inconveniences caused. This is a routine
procedure that must be exercised.
MURRAY WATER SYSTEM

Good
Variety
Over
Of
120 Varieties
Vegetable
Of Bulk
And
Garden
Flowering
seed!
lants

THE ACES®IRA G.CORN,JR.

Sold In
Sporting
Goods Dept.

BONUS
PACK!

Sold In
Auto Dept

Save
26%

Choose Sizes
And Colors

Our Reg.5.37

3.97
High-pressure Pump
Inflates tires, toys Save!

Our Reg.88C

1.77

48t.

613°

Box

Our Reg. 3.67

2.97

14-oz.• Lemon Pledge Renuzit• Air Freshener 170 Sandwich Sags
V-leg Gym Shorts
Waxed beauty..Save.
plejstic:6/
1
2x5/
1
2". No-_ifon:polypstfir.Save!
BuY__nQW,
_
•Not yet
-Copyright 1982 by K mon. 0:U1:potation
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U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray. Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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